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RCM P say overpass 
should be bypassed 
In a report o the city, RCMP 
Inspector Larry Yeske has iden- 
tified two "S" curve railway 
crossings between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert and the Sande St. 
Overpass in Terrace as danger 
points on Hwy: 16. Yeske points 
out that the Sands ~ Overpass is 
not only the main truck route to 
Prince Rupert but also the route 
taken bylogging trucks destined 
for Skeena Sawmills. 
He notes 90•• degree turns at 
either end of the overpass as well 
as the close proximity of traffic 
lights ~ at the north end of •the 
overpass and the Eby/Hwy. 16 
intersection, and,"The overpass 
is also the only pedestrian 
thoroughfare  from the 
downtown area to the south side 
of ihe city." 
Yeske also po'mts out that 
there have been logging truck 
accidents at both ends of• the 
overpass, one resulting in a 
pedestrian death, and recom- 
mended that the truck routebe 
changed to follow Keith Ave. to 
either Kenney or Frank. ~St." 
before turning• north"" to 
Hwy/16. ' 
Alderman Mo Takhar says 
that the city considered a second 
overpass at ~ Frank St. "a few 
years ago". But according to 
Mayor Jack Talstra, "It got lost 
in committee and hasn't resur- 
.faced yet." On a motion• by 
Takhar, Yeske's recommenda- 
tions have been sent to the 
Public Works Committee and 
letters expressing concern will be 
• sent to Minister of State Terry 
Huberts and MLA Dave Parker. 
Trailer court shot down, 
lOdge, gas bar approved 
was a lot said as to why we 
shouldn't approve the lodge but 
right now there are no (guiding) 
quotas in existence that will 
deter us from approving fishing 
lodges." Along~with their ap- 
proval, however, the board 
added thatthey would "review 
and evaluate" all new lodge ap- 
provals "until the Ministry 
adopts legislation or unless 
specifically requested that a 
moratorium be established pro- 
hibiting fishing lodges." 
Watmough described the re- 
jection of the Thornhill mobile 
home park proposal as "regret- 
table" but the board had no 
choice in view Of massive oppo- 
sition to the project. More than 
50 residents turned out for this 
heating and were unanimous in 
expressing concerns for in- 
creased traffic problems on Pa- 
quette Ave. and decreased prop- 
erty values if it were to proceed. 
"In some respects it is regret- 
table," Watmough told the 
board, explaining that Thornhill 
"needs this type of development 
in order to grow. "But I am not 
willing to face odds of that 
nature," he added. "Custer did 
and look what happened to 
him." 
Index 
The board of directors for the 
Regional District o f  Kitimat- 
Stikine approved two of three 
zoning applications last Satur- 
day. Approved are an RV park 
and gas bar for Mt. Layton Hot 
Springs and a fishinglodge a'. 
few miles west of Terrace. Re- 
jected is a new mobile home 
park for Thornhill. 
The Mt. Layton Hot Springs 
proposal met with considerable 
opposition last fall but a pared- 
down version raised fewer of the 
same concerns at a public hear- 
ing two weeks ago. Major con- 
cerns were environmentally or- 
iented, but in approving the 
rezoning application the board 
said there would be sufficient 
monitoring by a variety of fed- 
eral and provincial agencies tO 
answer all concerns. 
Director Les Watmough also 
pointed out that of the 17 resi- 
dents present at the heating, one 
supported the project while the 
balance expressed concern but 
didn't object. John LeSage told 
the board that residents had also 
asked to be better informed 
prior t0 any future rezoning 
hearings. 
The fishing lodge, as pro- 
posed by two German residents, 
will be located on a 30-acre site 
about fivemiles west of Terrace 
on the north side of Hwy 16. 
Watmoagh said there were*se~,, 
eral objections at a public hear- 
ing from sports fishermen, 
fishing guides and the Terrace 
Chapter of the Steelhead Society 
of B.C. but he said those con- 
cerns were a matter for the Fish 
and Wildlife Branch to sort out. 
"We are only concerned with 
land use," he explained. "There 
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Lest week's hedtage display at the Terrace Arena was an "event" for more than a thousand 
according to Museum S0clety president Mamle Kerby - -  and she says everyone had a great 
time. But it's unlikely anyone went home with better memories than seven-year-old Beaver, 
Douglas Adair (above), caught here in the warm embrace of City Freeman Vesta DouglA.q, .. 
Special transit talks begin 
ment it is now possible to assess 
the demand for a special transit 
service in Terrace. 
New suggests two approaches 
to the pending study. The first, 
an independent custom transit 
feasibility study, would result in 
a net increase in funding but 
could be as long as a year away. 
The second, says New, is to 
assess the demand for custom 
transit as a part of B.C. Tran- 
sit's annual review of the city's 
conventional system. He says 
this could be done later this 
year, 
Under the second option, the 
demand for a custom service 
would be evaluated and options 
to provide that service would be 
designed to fit within the i3resent 
level of funding. " I f  feasible," 
says New, "this could involve a 
combined conventional transit 
bus and mini-bus (with a wheel- 
chair lift) style of operation 
which serves the existing transit 
market_ as Well as the handi. 
capped population or those who 
cannot get to a regular bus stop," 
City council has invited New 
to Terrace to explain the impli, 
cations of each option as well as 
their cost and the time frame t0r 
implementation. " ~ 
Due to recent announcements 
of expanded transit services 
across the province, B.C. Tran- 
sit small business manager Steve 
New has told the city govern- 
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City. council 
~ C E  : - :  Alderman Ruth 
Hallock remindedl.city council 
Monday night of gr0wingtraffic 
and parking-concerns in:~:the 
downtown core, and said:she 
hopes a pending traffic study 
will come.upwith a s01ution and. 
"give;us some idea of what's 
hap~ning". Alderman Dave 
Hull suggested that a big part of 
the .problem was caused by 
downtown business employees 
using.city streets for' "all day 
parking" to: which. Hallock re- 
pliedi "That's the whole prob- 
lem." 
Referring to new construction 
- -  and lost parking space - -  at 
tlze Inn of the West; CFTK and 
Canada Manpower, Hallock 
suggested that, "A fair amount 
of space has been lost and the 
days of  using the Safeway park- 
inglot are gone... It's full, too." 
And Hallock says she has re- 
ceived Several phone calls com- 
plaining about the situation. 
"People are beginning to get a 
little hot under the Collar," she 
said: " -." " . • 
According to city administra- 
torBob Hallsor, off, street Park- 
ing  requirements were •'isus- 
pended and relaxed" by city 
council in 1986 for businesses 
located on Lakelse. from Emer- 
son to Aps]ey, Lazelle from 
Emerson to Atwo0d, and Kalum 
• . . . -  .:: ' . .  : . . . .~" ..  
. , :  - , . 
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A parking bylaw rescinded in 1986 was meant to en- 
courage commercial development in the downtown 
core. With new construction eating away at existing 
from Greig to Park. He explains- 
this was done by rescinding ex- 
isting bylaws for the pu~ose of: 
encouraging new businesses, 
major renovations and the sale 
of existing properties ina specif- 
ic area of the downtown core. 
He adds that the balance of 
the downtown area still has by- 
law restrictions in place which 
control the number of'required 
off-street parking spaces accord- 
ing to the type and square foot- 
age of each business establish- 
ment. The 1986 changes, how- 
ever, have resulted in parking 
problems on adjacent streets as - 
well. and one Emerson Ave..mer-:-. 
chant in particular ,has ~b~n., 
complaining to: the city that iial!~;. 
day parking a :15'minutei~ 
parking -zone is having:, an:.ad':~: 
verse •effect on his business. 
Council recently tried,toalle-. 
viate the Emerson St. problem 
by instituting 15-minute park- 
ing, but according to Hailsor 
that restriction can't beenforced 
until the city completes job des- 
cription negotiations with 
COPE. 
parking, however, the city is now becoming concerned 
because frustrated drivers are beginning to get "hot : 
under the collar". 
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GIM S .... 
RESTAURANT 
;~..V" Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~.~ 
/(,~ OPEN 7' DAYS A WEEK -~];\~,' 
II| t ,,-30 o.,,.-  o-oo p,,.. 
\~ .~. .  Thursday  ! 1:30 a.m.  " I1:00 p.m.t~.. . /~//  
F r i  - Sat  11 :30  a .m.  ~ I ;00  a .m.  ~"  
' Sunday 12:00 a;m. I0:00 n.m. . 
4643 Park Avenue . " 635.6!11 
I 
l Cuisine and Canadian I 
I . : .Dushes. I 
• " 4606 Grelg Ave, forTake-Out 
"~d~ . This spot  c0uld. . l l n. - ' - - - - : - -  : , I 
~ .  . . : .  bey°urs  " ll:::ii~i~~r.~~~!j:r~r!~=:'V:°r°n' l 
Subscription Orde Form: , ' r ° 
!-I ] yeor  - -  $24 .00  ~ 2 yeors  - - -  $45.00  
1,1 Cheque []  Money:Order I-1 MasterCard []  :Visa 
i" Please .send a subscript,on to:::.• • . , _ 
" -"  .~ ,~s  ~ ' ' " ."• : " : '  "~:-MollorbrJng th~Is:form to: 
}'! . .. .... -. ' ;, ,,: " .T~mrm:i l lovlow 
" -~ 4515 Gre lg  Avenue,  
i l  ~ .e=~,i o~ . . . . . .  .Terrace. B.C. ,  V i lG 1 J~ 
In T m  and Olslrl¢l 112.00 :- .... 
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Weather  :report - - .  February20 .26 ,  1989 ~ 
• . , . . - . , ,  . , .  
- . . ;  - . . . . . 
~ :/Date~,',: HI  Low Prec. ~ ' . -  
Feb; 20-  1 - 7 ni l  : i : : : : - .~ : ,  
Feb. 21 .  2 - 1 trace of  snow : : • : 
Feb. 22 3 0 .6 turn mixed ra in  and snow 
-Feb. 23 4 0 ' .8 mm mixed ra in andenow , .  ' 
Feb .24  7 . 1 , nil . . . .  :~.: , .  -i~-:. : ' - "  • 
• Feb. 25 5 - 1 nil  : 
Feb.  26 3 . :-- 5 t race  of rain " ' , i ,  i " 
Forecast: Clear, cold and Windy WednesdaY:and ThUrs-:- 
day. Increasing c loud on Friday, snow on Saturday,  
changing to rain on Sunday. Afternoon highs of 0,over. 
night lows near -  10 at the beginning Of the week, 
afternoon highs around 3 or 4, overnight lows near 0 In 
the later part of the week. , 
.Terrace ]nt ors 
Exterior:and inte~i0r paints ' : l  
-~,~Armstrong,. floonng ?.:Hm'ding carpetS: ' / .  
"A lZ:the supplies .yOU::need' : - I " 
: :4610:LaZelleAve:: 
_ ~ - • . . . . -  :. .t.lS wE~.~s .: :; ~;":"~ : '":i:.l'~!l 
6PeerGynt ' smother . ' ;  .. 
7Exa l t ing  " : '7  " 
8:Observe ~: ..... - - . ' -  
9Ran into  - , ., . 
11 F lee"  " " .  " i  
12 Meetings :,... ,~ . 
15 Not many 
19 Up, comb. form .' . . . . .  
20 At no time ,. , - 
21 Newspaper art ic le'  
22 Requires 
24 Persian fairies 
25 Wash basin 
27 F ly  k i l le rs ,  i ' 
28" Posed " -. 
30 Medic ina l  herb, pl. ~ 
-, 33 Fencer's ~ry .  
3TCharged particles 
, : :~:Negat lve . , 
, 41 P ie - -  mode 
• '42 Present time 
• 44 Cert. p0bllc accnl.,  
Inlt. . ; 
• 45 Bounds(  " 
46 Marsh elder 
47 Capture 
48  Wildebeest 
• . -  PUZZLE ANSWER 
• ACROSS ~-~mn-~:d~mm--'~ 
• ', Color ' IN_]_V~L~_IS~LY~L~~ 
.4 L~gu,ne . . . .  _19]~1 1 I J . IN I= J I : ) I3 IV l~[H~YI  
7 Tenet " ' ~ o ~ ~ l N - - - l ~ l ~ n  
11 Wild an ima l  r~-~-~~r '~ l -~- -~t~r~l  
13 Born " ~ t~ J r~ l -~ t[~t ~ i l -~- - l~ t-~ 
14 Bed covering I~-~t~t~, l ,~ i -~tyt  
16 Young plant . L~I~-,o~--~L~I~.Lo---~=~I~I-~-] 
17 Sprite BE ~1 / ~ J t~ Ju l~. l=Nq ~ INB I  
18 Gab l i i _d  ~lE. l&l i l~_ l_q I _~ l i l t s  
20 Sir. isaac ._. I_J4~S_l..U]~_lil_~l_O_ldlH O_Lg~ 
23 Cot 131 "~1 N1 J.I g i r l  B181 ~] I<:]1OI 
25 . . . .  Knight [~I~F i i v - - -151~/o -1  ~-Ih'] 
26 Renews . ~ " - ' - - " ~ ~  
29 Goldcoast  long- ,. 50 Masts : 
30 Diving bird, pl, • . i ,51 Type of vehicle ' . 
31 __ ,  GerShwln 52 Boring tool 
32 Naval hospital 53 Paid notices 
34 Insecl egg 54 __  Slmbel 
35 Horse color 
36 Smarts ~ D0~N . 
39 __....tin.tin ~-" 1 Fal~uioOs'blrd 
40 Also 2 Taro root 
4f Blackbird • ~ " 3 Democracy, abbr, 
43 Emphasizing 4 Acts i 
49 Mauna.  ' 5 Devour ,.~ 
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Pall completion 
:::/i.TERRAcE- The.board of di- .these bylaws sltouldtake place -an easement on !- the: )pr0pcrty -
:T: !~/~tdrsof the Okanagan Skeena next•month, located behind the:Liquor Store"- 
:i iGroUp has ratified an agreement and Bank Of Commerce for use 
:with the city, and if everything as a parking 10t.- " 
• 'falls into place as scheduled, The portion: of Ottawa being 
~i¢onstruction ~of the new shop~ purchased by Okanagan Skeena, 
• ::ping center should begin in April 8,900 square feet appraised at 
:~ii~ithcOmpletion planned by Oc- $7.50 ~r  square foot, was val- 
-.iitoberi Third reading was given, ued by the •city at $66,000. In 
.:t O two. bylaws at Monday night's :consideration. of the economic 
• meeting of city council to clear benefitto the city, • however, 
..the way for the commencement • both parties agreed in principle 
::of.the project..Final doption of on the $50,000 purchase price 
'~ ".' : and the other terms of the agree- 
/' 'Terrible area" ment at a Jan. 30 Committee o f  
• the Who le  meeting. 
• " - According tO the committee 
A'.- one,way., solution . report' the revised plan pr°vides t f o r  much freer tr ffic flow 
t .  . "within and without" the cen- -'to raffic hazards ter, should notposeacrit ical 
. . . .  impact to the overall downtown 
' • - . . . .  • 
Under the agreement, a revi- 
sion of Okanagan Skeena's orig- 
inal proposal, Okanagan Skeena 
will purchase the southwest 
quarter of Ottawa St. for 
$50,000,.paYall legal costs asso- 
Ciated with the partial closure of 
Ottawa, assume ..in perpetuity 
the cost of;annual snow removal 
on the southern half of Ottawa, 
and pay one dollar per year for, 
~ T~aCcRcv/cw ~ Wednesday, •Matcbi/1•989/3 
light at the Keith Ave. inters~- 
rich. HuH says these changes Due to its increasing: role in 
would solve several problems at the city's tourism function, the 
Once: hazardous left turns onto Terrace and District Chamber of 
Keith, excessive traffic on resi- Commercehas asked for an 
dential streets from Tetranlt o increase in its "Fee For Ser- 
• l~vergreen, and provide a safe, vice". In a. letter tO council, 
efficient access route from south Chamber treasurer Doug 
Terrace to the downtown core. _McLeod explains that they re- 
He says that ~ there is a large ceived a little over $20,000 from 
concentration of population in the city last year but expenses 
.this area of town and they would for the.tourism portion of their 
have two routes north: Kalum, operation exceeded $30,000 and, 
Which could eventually, be "'We cannot continue in this 
turned into a ~our-lime road, fashion any longer." 
and Eby St. to Keith and the " McLeod explmns that it was 
Sande Overpass intersection, necessary to charge last year's 
As far as pedestrian safety is overrun to "other users" but 
concerned, HuH .has asked the added that this was only .to 
committee to consider sidewalks alleviate the immediate prob- 
for Keith Ave. He describes lem. He said that if the city 
traffic patterns, does not require - - - ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  - - -- - - -- - --1 
Sidewalks, One-way streets Keith as a ~'terrible area to any utility relocation, and an- 
and it traffic fight.., althoughhe walk" and says the location of swers concerns expressed by the 1 ~ )'0 ~ '/' ~ 
admits he's no expert, alderman the new bus depothas increased neighboring Safeway and Wool- 
Dave Hull has asked that the the concern. He asked that pro- . worth stores regarding the to- 
Planning and PublicWorks vincial cost-sharing be consid- tal closure of Ottawa. A sugges-. Terrace Pathfinder Wendy Prinz, seen here modeling an 
Committee to consider these ered and, referring tonewcon- tion though,, that 'Okanagan 
ideas as possible solutions~for structionlast year, added, •" I t ' s  
traffic safety pioblems on Keith a shoe  sidewalks weren'tput in ISkeena should c0~ider sharing of OriginaltheScout1912GuideGUlders'MovementUniform'whoWaSvolunteeredOne of manYtheirmemberStime to 
!25' percent0f adowntown, core make crafts for children visiting Sunday's heritage display 
Ave. atthe same.time as commer'ciad traffic study, was net.included at the Terrace Arena. With Hull's suggestion, "let- .development." - • ' 
rault, Sparks, Hall and Ever- in  the iecommended agreement. 
green would be one-way streets i- 
two-wayS°Uth' and Kaiumwould be st reet  with a traffic Chamber requests tourism fee i nnrAa.qA.. _ _ _ _ _  
only • [] 
failed to: offer., the Chamber. a by InfoCentre manager Bobbie McLeod says these 
"reasonable increase" in 1989 Phillips, theyl hosted 6,880 visi- demonstrate the need 
they would be forced to return tors last year, an increase of 
'some of tlie tourism duties they: ~- almost 1,900 over the previous 
have taken~'over on behalf of the year; handled 2,176 phone calls, 
city. A hint as to •what "reason- an increase of about 33 pe/cent; 
able" might 'be, McLeod says received 1,028 mail enqidries, an 
that January's expenses exceed- 
ed $3,600;: projected over 12 
months that "puts, us over 
$40,000". 
Aceordingto figures.compiled 
increase of almost 850 percent; 
handled 7 bus to~s, compared 
to 1 in 1987 -- and were open 
2,.460 hours, 10 hours less than 
the previous year. 
figures 
for in- 
creased funding for wages and 
operational costs and points out 
that much of the increase was 
due to advertisements placed in  
promotional material by the 
city. The Chamber of:Com. 
merce has been invited to attend 
the next Committee of. the 
Whole  meeting to discuss In. 
foCentre funding. • 
~" ~ I~'~ DT 50 
. . . .  "n '  M i 
--; " ''~•••4946 Oreig Avenue, Terrace, B.C: 63S " 
" " ' +"  "-- "L " V ~  1N4 
Authentic dual-purix  
bike. Unreal price. 
. The liquid cooled DT 50 is 
b~ enough to give you the acceler- 
ation of a 100 co on the street. Yet 
light and agile on the trail. 
Speedo. Tach. Tern s rape .rature 
~ugq. Endure.style headlight. 
Autolube. Rear rack. 
-" And Yamaha dependability. 
Come see how much bike a 
little money buys. 
YAMAHA 
.We make tic difference. 
z 
o.L.7  .... 
Men's or Ladies' ,cotton blend 
• dress or business sh i r ts  expertly 
•laundered. 
,,, Only ddve.thru In town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,. Drop off point at Thornhlll Public Market 
IV~h~mw y,,u ~,t.=r ~ S:O0 s.m. to &qX) p.m. -- Monday. tO Friday 
• "We clean t~Ith ~u~.~ 8:~0 s,m. to S'.lO p.m. -- hlurday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
m :," r ; .  "1 : T ~ 5 ~ : J ~  " ~ : " "1, ' ~ , ; i  aS"  I : " . : , 'q "1N~q} ~ "  " '  " : E~ ~ , q : ' :  q,' " 'q w , E " . .  ~ 
encore  In tne  SlOW lane  
• .Giving through-traffic a straight line by which to 
sailthrough Terrace would probably guarantee our 
i~resent city council a permanent and• fondly regarded 
place in the hearts and minds of all futurel residents iii 
this community. The aldermen and mayor ~-were given. ~ 
an open door to take this firststep in that direction 
MOndaY mght, courtesy of a traffic s tudyand / i ' ' 
associated recommendatiops bY the local detachment:: 
of theRCMP~ , ,  . . . . .  : ....... 
The concept ofredirecting traffic down Keith Ave.- 
past the sawmill and then across a (hopefUlly)~s~raight. 
line Overpass to be built in the vicinity of Frank . St. is 
not new, and council's reaction, to the latest version 0 f  
this suggestion, as Mayor Jack Talstra.noted rather:• 
drolly, is not new either. They sent itt0 committee. 
The:idea.is asound one:that section Of:~Keith is •: 
_ fronted almost entirely by industrial and cSmmercial 
installations, one stretch of it was upgradedto higher 
• roadbed and pavement standards last year, and most 
significantly both traffic flow and safety would.be 
improved dramatically. 
By moving the highway designation to Keith, how- 
ever, another obstacle is put in the way of realizing 
the concept: .the involvement of a second level of 
government. After the RCMP recommendation 
emerges from committee (if ever - -  the last one 
didn't), it will presumably be passed along to the 
Regional Development Task Force on Transportation, 
where it .will probably be crunched a/ound and 
debated further, and, if it emerges intact from that 
process, it goes to cabinet for consideration: 
When viewed in conjunction with alderman Dave 
• HuU's suggestion for traffic lights and one-way streets 
in the residential • area south of the highway;, plus ' . . . .  
sidewalks on die highway itself, the picture that 
emerges is one of an especially 'productive session of 
our municipal government. 
What •remains to be seen gs • whether anything actual- 
ly gets done. We've observed this process before, with 
sensible and well-intentioned ideas vanishing into the 
city's committee process, re-emerging, and vanishing 
again like intellectual debris in the vicinity of a pro- 
cedural black hole. And if the city committees are the 
equivalent of a black hole, physics has yet to find 
anything that would correspond to the Regional 
Development system. Let's hope someone sets out to 
prove us wrong on this one. : l • . m 
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Persl ----ectl- -_w . . . .  " 
by ___an Bob: Jacks  ' ': 
I I I 
1A spreadsheet :[ ites the dust 
"Whenyou get to line 335, the one they Were 
too embarrassed to name, you find you don't 
haves $6,000 exemptio n after all." 
amount has gone up to $6000 
from $4220 (quite a hike, 
right?). When you get to line 
335, the onethey were too em- 
barrassed • to name, you find 
you don't have a $6000 exemp- 
•tion after all. Line 338 gives 
you only 17e/Oof the 6000, or 
$1020. Subtract hat from las't's 
$4220 and your taxable income 
line on page 3 that • has a name, 
bat you •have to move the in-' 
formation to.not one, but two, 
nu_mb_eredLlines, .both on  dif:_ _ 
ferent pages of the tax return, 
neither o f  them being page 3, 
where you are at the moment. 
Last year I set up a computer 
spreadsheet to calculate the 
family contribution to 
Canada,s continuing quest o 
case the tax loadof  the very 
poor and the very rich. :The 
spreadsheet worked surprisingly 
well, probably because the nin- 
compoops in control hadn't got 
a:chance toplay around with 
the tax forms yet; to change 
and improve them for 1988. 
My spreadsheet did some 
neat things, like calculate 
whether you owed: uIC(repa ~- 
ments, and how much. It 
automatically sent any CPP 
overpayment amounts to the 
correct line afte r entering the 
proper amount on the CPP 
line. It took into account he 
Northern Residents Allowance, 
the Child Tax Credit and the 
Federal Sales Tax Credit. 
This year I began to set up 
the spreadsheet, thinking last 
year's would be a good starting 
point, wrong! They moved 
almost everything and changed 
the line numbers (the lines that 
have numbers, that is). 
This next part is going to 
hurt you more than it hurts 
Taxcan. YouqJ be happywhen 
you see the basic personal 
Started on my taxreturn last 
night! Actually, I started on it 
in mid-January, when I re- 
Ceived a couple of paste-on ad- 
dress labels from Revenue 
Canada•. I put the pasties where 
nobody would be able to get- 
their hands on them - -  sure • 
enough, when I started on ly  
return last night, I couldn't get 
my hands on them! 
I got the pasties because I 
had the folks at H&R Block 
trying to keep me out of jail 
last year. Seems RevCan 
assumes that if they've finally 
pushed you to use a tax 
preparer, you'll never go back 
to doing it yourself again. And 
TaxCan are doing their best to 
push you to Use a.tax preparer~ 
including sendingyou pasties 
instead o f  a tax form and 
guide. 
The tax guide is massivd In- 
stead of one tax table, they've 
got two, appropriatety labelled 
Tax Table A and Tax Table B. 
But •on page2 under a blue- 
highlighted title "New Step-By. 
Step Return", ~ TaxCan boldly 
states "The return is also (get 
this...) changed and improved 
for 19882' It does not say 
simplified, just changed and 
improved. 
Improved, 'you say? How is 
485 lines to the Balance Due 
square an improvement on last  
year's 465 lines?Seems to me 
the fewer linesyou had, the 
more improved the form would 
be. 
Improved, you say? They 
have a line on this year's form 
that doesn't even have a name 
(Line 335). To even,things up, : 
though, there'sja n unnumbered 
• is up $3200. 
For the heck of it, and to 
round outthe column, I work- 
ed out this year's form with 
last year's information. I have 
to admit, I'd expected all the 
sleight of hand on the tax form 
to have cost me money. Butit 
was not to be - -  in fact, on T4 
income of $41,563 and a few 
other goodies bringing total in- ~ 
come to $49,351 I would have 
owed only $13,358 compared to 
$13,932, which is about what I 
made this year (are you listen- 
ing TaxCan?) before deduc- 
tions. 
• I'd like to see a tax form 
that didn't change from year to 
year, and though I like the peo- 
ple at H&R, one that the 
average person could fill out in 
twenty minutes. Line 1 - -  How 
much did you make last year? 
Line 2 - -  If you made-more 
than $20,000 send us 15~s. If 
you made less that $20,000 but 
more than $10,000 send us 
10%; If  you made less than 
$10,000 don't send us anything, 
Line 3.  - -  Sign here. (If you're 
lying, we'll get youJ: ,_"- ,~,'-~" 
L 
• • • .  ' . . ,  . ,~  - . . .  L r .  . . /  , - .  
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rroject Reconnect, the pro- 
: gramto help Terrace sVeet kids 
she began prow~[~, local streets 
got thor esources', to •help them. 
• What. the, project needs, she 
said, is temporary shelter, food 
and beds for these kids. 
In order to make the project 
viable, Reoonnect~ hasset upa  
commit tee  charged with 
establishing a Safe house for kids 
who have nowhere to go. 
Dufour thinks the shelter will re- 
• quire space for at least eight. A 
safe howe would provide an in- 
terim home for street kids while 
solutions~ are sought., to their 
problems. • 
-. murderous:  ploy, p robab ly  • Letters to~the Editor 
that began last. November, has 
set. up.its/inter-agency network 
and. made mnt~,~th  Some of 
:i~:young "and iun~ppy clients, 
. but a keY.element in assisting 
them is still missing. 
A man came to see me the .... " caution. !At some time', all mass-~/. _ : i~ °ject . .coo. rdinator S.uza~. e 
::' Other day. A stranger'. He : murderers have to drive home Uut°ur sma m a recent interview 
telephon~ about a business to the wife and kids. They last month, and on her first 
:"" matter,, and wished tO taikto -don't dump bodies in their 
~ ,  .mei.~o ~n~y. we ngre~l to. ' backyards, night Out she found five .young 
,--.. ~. meet at:five, . . .  : " " He left, my friend left, andl p~ple who could :benefit .. from 
.- ,>i~I!menti0nedthis o a fdendi .. went home to prepare supper. " the program. But'she still ngS_ _U't 
• : ', : whorespondedas zf l'd gone .Somehow I'd survived his  ' 
mad,/!/%~re You crazY7 Who/s 
..... this ~y?: You haveno idea because of my protective - 
WhO' this man really m" Gee, ~ friend:s presence. He,was.:on/ > :;March nets 
$1 million 
To the Editor; 
• Onbehalfof the KinsmenP.e-- 
habil/tation Foundation , I wish 
to  thank the thousands of 
volunteers and hundreds of 
thousands of donors who con- 
tributed to the 1989• Kinsmen 
Mothers' March. The March 
: was very successful this year. at- 
:/tracting ovei 30,000 volunteers 
and raising Well over $1,000,000 
thus far, with many snowbound 
commupi, t es still to report. 
lost three games, to CedarHilI, 
Hig h Tech., .and Esquimalt, 
Sl/aimon Murdoch, coach 
Thorahill Jr. Secondary 
Girls' Basketball team. 
Rolling 
danger 
.. ,.. ,-, s e was nght. This guy could 
~ be a mass m.~derer, setting me 
,~ . . . .  up'forthe kill. WhatWas I, • 
-~ Stupid ?... 
... So I asked someone to, be 
........ ~ withme for my, meeting..My 
: frien¢! would,be my protection 
• '~g~t  this frenzied kifler.We 
S i i~  our tea and waited for • 
the lowdown scum to shoW./ 
-,~ : :~:'~.'He"-arrived. A nicely, 
dres'sed man th es, with 
"i. : . a pleas ..ant face and a middle- 
:.- -dass>hak~t. He carried a. 
• • briefcase (chock-full of sharp 
~ instnnnents, I ~kssumed),•and 
shook my hand, exu " : ding "nice 
guy" vibrations. I was 
suspicions• I'd seen all the 
'~Ted Bundy" news. It,s always 
the one you wouldn't suspect. 
This gUY was of. criminal intent 
for sine. 
~'r ~W e~US~ our business 
over tea. He smiled, chatted, 
andacted just like anormal 
person. His bfiefcase turned l
"his Way home now,. probably: 
rumiing.over Squiizels'and "
laughing. 
A few days later, I spoke to ~ 
him onthe phone. I could hear 
evidence of a wife and kids, 
typical family • noises, in the 
background. I remembered that 
Clifford Ols0n has a wife and 
kids. Ted Bundy has a wife and 
child. Did this man's family 
know of his murderous ac- 
tivities? 
Or imaybe.., could he 
possibly just be a nice guy? A 
regular ~rson? WOuld I have 
considered him a threat if "he" 
We greatly appreciatelthe sup- 
port which members of.your 
community gave, to the  cam- 
paign. The funds raised from the 
March assist the Foundation tO 
help create independent futures: 
for thousands o f  men, women, 
had been a "she',? 
Is our world becoming such 
a dangerous place.that every 
man eanbe seen as a potential 
rapist and murderer? Are there 
more of these maniacs around, 
or do We just semationalize 
them toomuch? Will my and children from all parts of 
daughter be ableto som(May - i~e ~ro~nce. who haye physical 
live-her ife.without cbnsidering :disabilities. . . . . . .  " ..... " " 
these thoughts?. : 
This reaily botheredme. I Raymond McAlrister, Communications and 
Public Relations Coordinator, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
You,re 
welcome 
. , : , , 
To the FAitor; 
wonder if I'd• even •.be thinking 
about this if I werf male. It's 
-not fair thatyou can,t tell the 
good guys from rthe bad. There 
areno guarantees, even in a 
small 'homey' community like 
Terrace. 
I put a chicken in the oven 
and walked down the hall to: 
bolt the door. 
outto be full of papers, ob- 
vionsly a ruse. The machete.. 
must've been underneath ose 
f,,es. 
!.We completed our business 
discussion, and he mentioned 
the drive "back home", tO the 
Charlottes. I thought of a wifei 
maybe some kids, waitii~g for 
him across the icy miles. A bit 
of  sympathy flashed throug h
my mind; instantly replaced by 
. . . . . .  • A verysincere thank you from Library board looks me and"TheCoalition',forthe 
interest shown by .your 
newspaper in the recent Task 
forward to future 
later became apaid employee[ 
• Schneider went on to describe 
the library's past year which he 
called a success with increased 
circulation, largely due to  the 
continuous effort of the staff. 
He says that patron service has 
been enhanced through automa- 
tion: two computer terminals 
have replaced the card catalogue 
and have been in constant use, 
and an interlibrary computer 
link has improved interribrary 
loans between Terrace, Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat. 
And Schneider says this trend 
will continue• He says they hope 
to increase the system's capacity. 
"Our library is now in its 
22rid year" explains Schneider, 
"and we are beginning to look 
at the turn of the century." He 
describes plans:for the library's 
'The Terrace Public Library 
held its annual general meeting 
last week and there have been 
some changes to the board of 
directors for 1989. Six members 
retained their positions: chair- 
'man Willy Schneider, vice- 
chairman Judy Chrysler, treas- 
urer Nirmal Parmar, correspon- 
ding secretary ~Mardy Lorimer 
and directors Don Brown, 
George Clark and Stephanie 
Wiebe. New to the board are 
directors Maureen Ogawa and 
Don Kerr. Also sitting on the 
1989 board are city represen- 
tative Danny Sheridan and 
regional district representative 
Les Watmough• 
In his annual report, chair- 
man Willy Schneider offered 
"best wishes" to recently retired 
employee• Ruth Shannon, the future expansion as "ambi- 
Force on Transportation hearing 
in Terrace. I particularly ap- 
preciated the thoughtful and 
concerned coverage of Tod 
Strachan. 
A primary goal for us is to in- 
crease and improve public 
awareness of the needs of people 
with disabilities. We are striving 
for the same sort of inde- 
pendence as people without 
disabilities. 
Marilyn Reid, 
B.C. Coalition 
of the Disabled. 
Basketball 
thanks 
tious" but says that decision is 
now in the hands of the city. 
To the Editor; 
The Thornhill Girls' Basket- 
ball team would like to thankthe 
many individuals and businesses 
in the Thornhill and Terrace 
area for their support in raising 
funds for the trip to Victoria 
Feb, 8 to 12. The team spon- 
sored a shoot.a-then and the 
To the Editor; 
The Feb. 8 issue of the Ter: 
race Review on page two showed 
another overpass disaster. A log- 
ging truck had again lost its load 
of logs. 
Two years ago a young 
woman died from a logging 
truck losing its logs. A few years 
earlier than that a young boy 
lost his rife tiding his bicycle 
along the overpass from again a 
logging truck losing its load of 
logs. Is two deaths on the over- 
pass from rolling logs not  
enough for a safer and more ap- 
propriate route :demanded on 
logging trucks? A busy 
pedestrian route is no place for 
regular logging truck traffic. 
Kaylo L. Smith, 
Fernie, B.C. 
(former Terrace resident) 
longest serving member of the 
staff who is now enjoying a well 
deserved vacation in Australia. 
According to librarian Ed Cur- 
ell, Shannon joined the library 
as a volunteer before the present 
building was oonstructed and 
, n.fo.r .= .  
clearcon~cpt of the d~ensio~i/,.,. 
of the local problem:]n.1987~: 
245. nmaways.,were r i~rted"tO -. 
the  Terrace RCMP; /n~:1988 -. 
there were 191, but two m0ntlm •.~ 
are missing from the statistics, 
Dufour notes that these are only 
the  reported runaways, and the 
actual number of kids who leave 
• home is probably much higher 
than the statistics would in, 
dicate. " ..... 
.... Kids between the ages of 16. 
and 19 out on their ovmfacea 
tough,situation, often having no 
skills to gain employment and 
• being too young to collect 
welfare. "There's little protec- 
tion for tltem," Dufour said2 
.The-decision .to run away. .,. 
from home is not an action that 
kids take for frivolous reasons. 
: Canada-wide statistics indicate 
that an overwhehning majority 
of them suffered physical or sex- 
ual abuse before taking the 
plunge. Dufour said that one 
common theme among Terrace 
street kids is trouble with recom. 
bining families: the father and 
• mother split up, the parent with 
responsibility for the child finds 
a new partner who dislikes 
children, and the kid either gets 
the boot or is driven out of the 
home bY abusive behavior. 
Without a shelter to offer 
street kids, Dufour said, all she 
can do is talk to the kids. "It 
doesn't change much for their 
situation," she said. 
During the recent bitterly cold 
weather, Dufour recall~-d, she 
spoke to one young man who 
said he kept warm by walking. 
Later on that •day, t0warddusk 
with an: icy wind blowing 
through the valley, she saw him 
again while driving through 
Thornhill, walking with intense 
aimlessness down Highway 16, 
walking, walking . . . .  
"We hope that adecision will be money received was put toward 
reached w~ch Will enable us to the .travel ex.pemes. The girls 
Serve Terrace and the surround- participated m the Lambrick 
ing areas even more effectively Park Jr, See. tournament. They 
• in the years to come.,' h e says, .. defeated Spencer Jr. High,. and 
-~ . : . , . . ,  . . .  
Friday, March 3 
Saturday, March 4 
at 8:00 p.m. 
R.E.M.  LEE  THEATRE 
T/ckets $12.50 in advance 
at Sight & Sound 
$14.00 - -  at the door 
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by Allen Wootton 
Almost exactly ten yearsago (February26, 1979), my wife, 
fellow Caledonia teacher John Toews, and I took a group of 
students from Terrace to eastern Washington state so that we 
could view a total eclipse of the Sun: I still remember the trip 
vividly.: ' • , " - ' • 
We flew to Vancouver and then drove in two rented vans to 
our destination --- Richland, Washington. After d r i~g through 
rain and snow, we finally arrived there at about midnight and we 
all spread sleeping bags on the floor of a School Classroom. We 
had few hopes of seeing the eclipse we had trayelled so far to see. 
Early the next morning, however, the skybegan to:clear, and 
by the time of the total phase of the eclipse, we were extremely 
privileged to see the awesome spectacle of a total solar eclipse. 
Some of the students who were on that trip and are still in Ter- 
race may recognize themselves in a photo I took of this very nice 
group shortly after the eclipser at a time when everyone was still 
very excited at what theyhad seen. 
You may •wonder what my reminiscence has to do with upcom- 
ing astronomical events" for this month. As you might have 
guessed, a solar eclipse occurs this month, too. Unlike the eclipse 
of ten years ago, however, this eclipse will not be total anywhere 
- -  the region of the Moon's complete shadow, the umbra, passes 
to thenorth of the Earth and we will travel through only thepar- 
tial, or penumbral, shadow. L " " 
Another type of eclipse occurred toward the end.of February. 
This wasa lunar eclipse. Terra.ce was not a good location from 
which to View this event, however, because the Moon was totally 
eclipsed by the Earth's shadow at about the time that theMoon 
• set inthe morning: I observedthe Moon when the eclipse began 
but could see little effect. Later on, clouds in the western sky 
obscured the Moon so it was difficult o decide if the Moon's 
dimming was the result of the eclipse or the clouds. Even under 
the best conditions, the •Moon doesn't go totally dark during a 
lunar eclipse;: light is bent by the Earth's atmosphere so it reaches 
areas of the Moon that would otherwise .be dark. Because this 
light reaching the Moon passes • through the Earth's atposphere, 
any large qUantities of dust or smoke in the a~m0sphere (from 
volcanoes or forest fires, for example) can have a vew:noticeable 
effect on the eclipse. 
YOU might think that eclipses are really rare events, but this is 
not so. Every year there are several. In 1989, for example, there 
will be two partial solar eclipses and two total lunar eclipses. 
From what I have written so far; youwill realize that the prob' / 
lem with eclipses is that you may not be in a part of the world 
from which you carl See the eclipse. Further, while anyone on the 
night side of the Earth can appreciate a lunar eclipse, a solar 
eclipse is most spectacular only ir~ the path of totality - -  a rather 
narrow band (about 100 km wide) that streaks across the Earth's 
surface. Right in the center of the region of totality- the eclipse 
can last up to about seven minutes -- the eclipse I saw lasted just 
over two minutes - -  so even if you are well.positioned, these 
beautiful events are short lived. 
This month's eclipse occurs on Tuesday, the 7th, and I am 
looking forward to it. ~,ery muc.h. It will'.not be as spectacular s a 
total eclipse - -  few sights match one O f these -- yet it will be 
rather 'remarkable as viewed from Terrace. The maximum 
coverage of the Sun by the Moon's shadow (81 percent) will be 
visible just off the western coast of Alaska, so we are very well 
located for this event. Theeclipse willbegin at shortly after 9 
a.m. and the greatest amount of eclipse. Should occur at about 
10:15 a.m. By 11:15 a.m., the eclipsewiil be over. 
You may know that it is extremely dangerous to view the Sun 
directly, so you may wonder how you can observe this eclipse. 
One ~vay is to set up an apparatus !ikethat I have shown, in the 
l~hotos. You need two pieces Of cardboard, a pair of binoculars 
in one of the pieces of cardboard (tile other lens shoOd be block- 
ed); Tape the binoculars to the tripod, then point the binoculars 
towards the Sun. It is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT that you DO 
NOT' LOOK THROUGH THE BINOCULARS when you do this 
or you will blind" your eye in an instant. Instead, use the shadow 
formed by the binoculars to help you line them up and then pro- 
ject the image ofthe Sun onto the second pieceof cardboard. By 
focussing the binoculars you can get a very nice image of the Sun 
formed there. 
If  you are unsure about he projection method of Sun viewing, 
or if you would like to look at the eclipse through a telescope, 
you can do so if you can get to Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School at some time between 9and 11 a.m. on March 7. If the 
weather co-operates, I will have a telescope quipped with a safe 
solar f'dter set up there, and any interested people are most 
welcome to join the students who will be looking through it. The 
view you get should look something like the picture of a partial 
solar eclipse that I have included with this article. 
Jupiter and Mars will continue to be good objects for observa- 
tion this month. Mars will pass about 2 °'north of Jupiter on 
March 11-12 and these two planets, the Moon, and the Pleiades 
should make a nice grouping at this time. 
Saturn will rise about three hours before the sun this month 
imdyou:wi l l  be able to see it as a moderately bright object low in 
the southeast at sunrise. The planet Neptune will be very close to 
Satam on the morning of March 2-3, but you will need a 
tdacope tO. ~!¢k out Neptune, s disc. • . . . . . . . .  
Spring ~ at 7:20 on: Monday, March 20, 
In 1979 this group of Caledonia Senior Secondary School students took a trip to the state of 
Washington to get a better view of that year's total eclipse of the sun. 
Finally, the Terrace Astronomical Society regular monthly 
meeting wil lbe held on March 21 at the Terrace public Library, 
The meeting begins at 7:3Op.m. and anyone interested in
astronomy is very welcome. Weekly observing sessions are held at 
the library on clear Tuesdays from 8 p,m, to about 9:30 p.m. 
and, like the Astronomicai SocietY meetings, these observing ses- 
sions are open to :anyone interested in astronomy. 
This Is what the sun looks like during a partial eclipse, 
when the moon moves between it and the earth. • 
,.The proJeoUon of the sun during eclipse onto a cardboard 
screen Is a safe way to observe the event. 
Binoculars mounted on a 
tripod will project an Image 
of  the eclipse on cardboard 
for safe viewing - -  but  don't 
look through the binoculars. 
The Intensity of the sun will 
damage your eyes. 
-" I IT~ •'--[1 I II II 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR ... .  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE,,, 
This emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
L. 
In the community. 
. 
Terry 6t8-11178, 
Vi ~ 615-567| 
Alma ' ." ~f lN  
- I I~ [ . . . . . . .  f l  :i ....... 
• started 
. . . .  MTerrace 
..... ~-Accord ing  to Terrace resident 
i~i~:Gert Grundmann, local Seniors 
• :!~are taking up the campaign of 
• i~thei"Galloping Grandmothers" 
"~/~of; Kelowna and will soon be 
~/:~icirculating a petition to convince 
~,:~i~e government tospend profits- 
, ::~from provincial lotteries on bet, 
. . ~iterhealth .c.are. 
- ~':!i! *L.The petition .idea wasbegun 
.. i~iby Vernon resident Mary Eng- 
,,;llsh 25 years ago, who. more 
• recently spent five years colIect- 
~:ing :500,000 i signatures urging 
:~the federal government to legal- 
: .!:ize lotteries and spend the prof- 
'.its On health care. But since that 
:time, the lotteries have come, 
but not the health care. Most of 
• the provincial lottery money has 
been spent on .community pro- 
jects such as parks and buildings 
but very little on improving 
B.C.'s health care system. 
Now, three Kelowna grand- 
mothers have taken up the cause 
and propose to collect one mil- 
f Ion B.C. signatures to convince 
Premier  Bill Vander Zalm he 
should spend ai least hree,quar- 
ters of the province's• lottery 
profit on hospitals and medical 
research." The revived campaign 
quickly spread to Burnaby and 
even to Calgary, where Alberta 
residents have decided they 
would like to be the first to 
succeed. 
.In a letter to the Terrace 
Review, one of the Galloping 
Grandmothers, Teri Delisle, 
says they are determinedto ake 
_ the campaign province-wide and 
win. She says the shortage of 
beds, long waiting lists for life- 
saving operations and emergen- 
cy room closures that have re- 
sulted in the "unnecessary 
deaths of loved ones" will then 
be a thing of the past. 
"The time has come to get off 
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The deadline for entedng the second B.C. Annual Jazz Dance Competition is only two weeks away. The three-day 
competition takes place in Prince Rupert during May, but entries have to be received b March 15. Dane a e , Y ere of all g p .qan enter. Last year s show drew competitors from throughout B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewa 
orgamzere say this ear the 've had n, and Y y inquiries from asfar away as Quebec. For more information, call Jazz Pro. 
' ductions Association In Prince Rupert at 627-7982. , 
Magicians, 
!ugglers 
In demand 
for courses 
Contdbuted by Lu© Gagnon 
The Terrace Parks and 
Recreation department is always 
1601dng forpeople With special . 
skills to instruct recreation pro- 
grams for the Terrace commu- 
nity. We cater to all age groups 
..and are always open to a great 
number of program subjects or 
activities. However, at the pres- 
ent time, We-are particularly 
looking for.instructors in magic,. 
. the pot, get on the bandwagon,, toy making, creative dance and 
and show our collective Juggling.- 
" strength," writes Delisle. "We 
need as many Galloping Grand- 
mothers and Grandfathers as 
are willing to stand up and be 
• counted.-We have a right. We 
earned quality health care." 
If you would like to become 
one of our instructors, please 
contact Luc Gagnon at the Ter- 
race Parks and Recreation office 
in the Terrace Arena, 
Northwest Community College, Terrac e Campus 
3 week 
starts Monday, April 3 -through to Friday, April 21, 1989 
Trades Training Co-ordinator 635-6511, Local 313 
FEE: $350.00 
re-re_~istrafion requ/red by.March 28t11 . . . . .  ~ *'~" H' '" r ~ H~ ~ ~ ' ~" ~ ' H ' H ' 
• For further information call 
RENOVATIONS 
" r NEW KITCHEN? 
i! C. ale donia school ..w .,,..oo,,, 
lists ach.evers 
The names of students who made the first term honor roll were 
~ released last Week by Caledonia Senior Secondary School. 
Outstanding Achievement indicates a grade point average greater 
than or equal to 3.50; Meritorious Achievement indicates a grade 
point average greater than or equal to 3.25; and Honorable Mention 
indicates a grade point average greater than or equal to 3.00. 
Outstanding Achievement: Corinna Adams, Matthew Albert, 
Brian Anderson, Bob Cuddeford, Linda Cuddeford, Bao Lanh 
Diep, Lane Fredericks, Dalice Kelln, Lisa Lagace, Sandra Loptson, 
• Scott Loptson, Kirsten Mackenzie, Elizabeth Mendes, Carolle 
Michaud, Michelle Michand, Theresa Newhouse, Joanne Ogawa, 
Mark Parminter, Vicky Sainis, Krista Soules, Monica Sousa, Ryan 
Stevenson, Tracey Elaine Todd, Nathan Wilderson. . 
Medtoflous Achievement: Lara Bachynsky, Suzanne Banville, 
Irene Bretherick, Shannon Lee Donnan, Heather Inglis, Ev Higgin. 
son, Margarete Koerner, Douglas Mackenzie, Robert Mercereau, 
Shawn Munson, Ron Munson, Ron Pocha, Quentin Roy, Matthew 
Shinde, Danielle St. Thomas, Callie Swan, Laura-Marie Taylor, 
Deanna Thain, Heidi Wiebe, Lee Wilkerson. 
Honorable Mention: Warren Appler, Carmen Bell, Richard 
Blower, Jackie Brown, Jessie Carroll, Tyler Eastman, David 
George, Alex Richard Hassett, Lori Lynn Kasperski, Theresa Mid- 
dleton, Ginger Minhas, Fellcia Olson, Jason Parvialnen, Nick • 
Pelletier, Wendy Ro,iter, Tracy Story, Daysun Wrubel . .  
CALL 
US 
Marcos 
635-6368 
Jacques 
635-4125 
LB FENCE ,NC. 
4420 Queensway 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P1 
• i:i! •,, • i "  •. •: • •• ! 
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;i;Fiitzpatrick traded 
I '  :ne scores ore., .  
to N.Y. Islanders 
Hru(ley -left the ,Islanders •..for, 
Hollywood-land. 
Mark had not :been playing 
much lately at L.A. He seemed 
to have a steady seat ~on the  
bench behind starter Glen 
H y. 
Heady had played almost hree 
times.as much U Mark and had~ 
a 4.13 . goals-against average. 
Fitzpatrick, whom L.A, counted 
on as their number one of the 
future, had a six-win, seven-loss • 
and three-tie record with Kings. 
He also had a 4.01 g0ais-against 
record. 
• Kitimat goaltender Mark Fitz- 
patrick will have to earn his 
NHL spurs on the east coast.. 
Last week,: the talented Los 
Angeles Kings' rookie netminder 
became part0f i a deal that saw 
Kings go for experience in the 
nets to improve their chart, ces in 
the Ul~oming playoffs. 
While on a team considered 
contender with Wayne Gretzky 
leading the way, 20-year-old 
Mark •has gone the opposite 
direction as he moves to one of 
the worst teams in the league" 
New York Islanders. 
Fitzpatrick and defenceman 
Wayne McBean, 20, (plus future 
considerations) packed up for 
Long Island while goalie Kelly 
Hrudey had a 3.87 average at 
New York, He's a 27-ye~-old 
veteran. 
Victory in V!ctoria 
for local swimmers 
,,; . :8ko~a Hotel :-~, .... . .  :,.~,.-~-~.-;:, 271,-~ 14.. 
, ,  -., Noim'e Auto Refinishing-" ' 26 ']~ i14  
::." " ,North CoastAuto . • :. . 27 r '  "13 
Inn of the West : . 26 9 14 3- 119 
Northern Motor Inn Okles , - ' ~ 26  7 14 5 81  
, . • ' . . .  _ ' , • . . . . . '~  .~ '~. "  • . .  
Fob . .16"  Norm's Auto Reflnlehln0 8, North Coast Auto1 
Feb.' 16 .'-~' North_reMoter Inn Oklee 5, Inn ofth0 West 2 ,~ ,:-';~' 
Feb. 19'.:- Nodh Coast Auto 7, 8keena Hotel 3 . .: ~ -: i'.; ;i,:; 
Feb.21.--; Norm's AutoReflnlshlng 3, Inn of the West 2 '  ~, : /..:':, 
Feb.23 - -  North Coast Auto 6, Northern Motorlnn Okles 2. ;. ~.~i~  
TEAM 
Bruce Cameron (SH) 
Jim Rlgler (NAR) 
Garnet Benlnger (NAR) 
Tom Turner (SH) . 
Brant Andrews (INN) 
Charlle Porter (INN) 
Norm Hebert (8H) 
Gord Glllls (INN) 
Steve Sohultz (NCA) 
Gary Porter (SH) 
Andre Quellzza (NAR) 
: L../; .-: ..1', • OF;:'*;: GA : .PTg~; 
e "4 :157"  438 .. 32-" 
• 10"i ; "L " 2 ~ d ] ' '•125 • 12T';.::30;~;. ' 
10 4 i!133 112, 30 : ]  
127' ': 21~.=~ 
GOALTENDING 
@A AVG, : ;  
• 25 4.40 . . . . .  
15 4.60 
25-. • 4.64 -- .i ~.~ ,, 
22 4.68!'; ~~" !::~ 
. 22:4.68 
• : ..' ~i'-~:i 
ToPi08CORIN@ ' : '~'  
. . . .  @ : ,A  W1'8 - -  
32"  20 52 , ,,, 
26-"  19 45. ..-~ ,,~ 
26 16 44 '! :;!::i~.i 
17 24- 41,, 
24 13 37 ...... : ~.. 
' 19  ~ , .17  3e -" '~-~::';i"~!.', i 
" " 19 16 35 . ,.-- 
13 22 35 ...... - 
16 18' 34  ,~ i;~ 
" :12  22 '34:"~•'•~!::ii~:i~ 
T~M ' .: - , , 
Ran Merleau (NCA)- 
Rick Joachim (SH) 
Grog Wilson (NAR) 
Todd Gleselman (INN) 
• Gerry Lamming (NMI) 
Wally Worefold (SH) = " 
It was the oldest age group peted at Victoria - -  Doug ' 
record on the books, and: now :Mackenzie, . Ben Bell, Kelly 
• :it's owned by Kitimat Merlin's Pearce, Amie Peacock, Cory 
Allison Ban~cale., and Christina Holland and 
The 12-year-old SPeedster Jocelyn•and Garth Coxford. 
broke a mark that had been set . JocelYn Coxford was honored . ... . . ,  ~:. 
in 1978. It wasthe 12-year.old at a s~.ceremony where she " ' / .  ~:i ~.',!: /i! :; ~:~ -.... 
record for 100-meter butterfly, picked up. the avvarcL for top 
Allison swam a time Of one B.C. female swimmer for 1988 
minute, 5.24 seconds, b~eaking ":inlthe 
the old mark of  1.05.86 by more 
than half a second. 
~*:i :;~ :Feb~.l'O!:~lnn0f ihe West 19, Red Army 4 : :*''~i 
With  swimmers f rom P ~ "  1": I dan " '" Feb. 23 - - :RadArmy 12, Skeena HotellO :".•~:~ ' 
Rupert also,, included, s~eral : - - " "  JUNIOR 'A'  HIGH SCHOOL , ..... -: 
• L ' "  " " 
BASKETBALL  GIRLS '  -": 
NORTHWEST ZONE CHAMPIONSHIPS /  
AT PR INCE RUPERT - -  FEB~.18: '~"i 
Booth  40, K l t lmat  30 " ~ " • " :!~: 
. Kltlmat 43, 8keens 40 • • -. . -  ~ ~ 
Smlthem 42, Booth 32 ;~ 
Kltlmat ,i6, Booth 30 
Booth 52, 8mlthem 49 ,"./i 
Booth 40, Kltlmat 30 . . . .  • ........ 
Kltimat , ,  Booth 38 (0hamplonshlp Oame) / ! ! : i i l  
au.,on'e' . ,e,  sc.ooL: i 
• .competitors from this area had 
medal-winning performances. 
Kit~at's Kiln W~tgate won a 
bronze in the 50-breast while 
Michelle Marentette of the 
Marlins won silver on the 
100-breast. 
Another Kitimat swimmer - -  
butterfly, 200 individual medley . Lee Enc inas-  won brOnze in 
It was a 8rest weekend for • 
Barriscale and eight other 
Marlin swimmers at the 48-team 
' provincial finals in Victoria on 
• Feb. 18. The Marlins placed 
seventh overall due to Allison's 
work. 
She aho won three.bther non- 
record-breaking races --  200 
and 400 individual medley., the 100-breast. Prince Rupert's 
Eight members fromthe Tar- John Stamhuis won. silver, in. 
race Bluebacks club also cam- 50-freeand 50-breast. 
Out-of-towners to.p 
peewee tournament 
Hazelton and Prince Rupert ed Kitimat 5-1. 
teams went home with gold The playoff for third place 
medals from Kitimat's annual had Prince George beating 
peewee minor hockey touma- Smithers 8-3. Smithers wasnam- 
meat on Feb. 18 weekend, ed most sportsmanlike team, 
On the 'A', or rap team, side, and Rupert's Kevin Kristmamon 
Prince Rupert won all three pre- was • selected most valuable 
llminaries, including a 6-4 vie- player. 
tovy over Smithers in the send- On the 'B', or house leaps 
finals., side, Hazdton edged Terrace 6-$ 
THORNHILL  - -  FEB. 111 ~., 
. • • BASKETBALL  GIRLS'  
" ZONE CHAMPIONSHIP8  AT 
119 ~ 19. 
HszMton 37, Bulkley Valley 24 ~•~:!;~:.! 
Queen 0hadottee 49, 8keens 26 ~ 
• . r . j  
Thomhl l l  42, Bulk ley Valley 21 
Skeene 37, Thornhlll Grade 8-  10 . :,:~./.~.!~.;:~ 
Thomhlll 50, 8keens 15 ...... :..._ .~..,;~. 
Haumlton 57, Thomhlll Grade 8 -15  /,.,i!:i II~
Thomhlll 42, Queen Charlott~ 22 
Thomhlll 39, Hszelton 38 (chsmplonehlp game) i 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
EXHIB IT ION GAME 
Feb. 20 - -  Northern Motor Inn Bantams 11, 
8keens  Celluloee Peewees 5 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
.BANTAM HOUSE.D IV IS ION : 
Ho~lwn Motor Inn 7, Irommdm $ " * 
Feb. 31 - -  Al leeasone 02, Kluss and 8one 
[ ;:: ,:, C : . '  . "  " 
J *  
o ,  
(hi0hlmorw - -  Poland Barton ~).  
Feb. 31 - -  Eva Clippers 87, 81teens Hotel 79 
(high soorom --  Rloherd Klein 24, 
m 
• Feb , :23"  8onit  71, ~keeha Hotel 07 
(hlQh Soorw - -  Jim Keller 32)' 
All 8eeeo~ 08, Ev'a Clippers 77 . . . . .  ; 
The other semi-final saw in the title Same. Smithers took . . . . . .  ,,~ 
Kitimat's peewees blast Prince third place and won the sports- . . . . .  ~r . . . . . . .  
George 10-2. In the champion- manlike team trophy with only ~" : "  ~ .... " ' 
down- fo.r SPonsor * by,..,.* ; , .  , .  
:Tho r hil iris win;  ' I nsur°nc°Ag°Ncyf° r  n I g , ,  •T  •" •" , . •Acomple l repersono l tzeo  
, .,... " . I . . / / ( ,~Z~.A .  l l l~ . ) t . l J ,  L I J . i~ . . , t , . , ; ,  , , ' HomeeL i feeF i re  • 
Thomhl l l  jumor 'B' girls won (Complete scores from thetom.  & . . . ". _ _ ,  T J: ,_1 " • Boot@ Bus iness  
weekendde o  homeby winningC°urt" OnallFeb.threel8 board).,in the jumor" '"'• t...._,ouy, n o r t h . .  ~ " :  ' .  :": }: i :,.'i/, ' , i  
prel iminary games, then west zone basketball finals at ~ Come in to our:off ice (st ~ ~ ,:~ !!/:~] ,: Ai~..at..._,,__, I 
defeatlnS the Hazelton entry in Houston, Port S im.ps.on won by - 4648 Lokeiso Ave. ,  Terrace , ,:/;ii;}! ~ ]' ~'Mi,q~~,, Killl [ 
the r ~  .39.:38. The  Queen one point over Pnnce Rupert's . ' :, . - . .  . . _ . ,  um.o=o,  .~ • : " ' i ~ . ' /~: ~1- AUTHORIHO AOEIdT8 I 
Charlotte Island WWO n t~. Booth. Details : were/not .  ~4 ' " " ' " I ] ~ k'~k : '  ' " * "J ~ ' ' . . . . . .  
sportsmanlike :te~';i':awar available, : !'~!:"' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ¢ 
. ' k  " • • 
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Jes>".,,, 
. . . .  . .uge  ;rowd 
/!i~esi:virginial- - The Richmond three of Kermodes' 39 points at 
:C61ts are  the number one boys' thehalf, came on stronger in the 
senior high school triple 'AAA' last 20 minutes to be high scorer 
basketball team in B.C. with 22 points. Jackie Brown 
They proved this to our contributed 13 and Steve 
Caledonia Kermode boys and De,yacht counted 11. 
their hundreds of fans on Feb. Guard John Favela won the 
18th :: weekend at Cal  high Kermodes' game starhonor.- 
school. It Was a foul-fiRed game with 
:The Colts, who could start a 54-called, including 31 against 
lineup averaging better than six- the home squad. At the foul 
feet, five-inches, thrilled more linei Colts conneCted on 17. of 27 
than L500cbeedng fans during shots while Kermodes canned 
their two-night session at our eight out of l2-tries. " 
senior hig.h school. Four players fouled out 
'/The'visitors went into the first Craven and Lindsay of Colts,. 
game very loose-- they'd played and Dewacht and Arnie Pelletier 
much •stronger teams in the U.S. of Kermodes. 
and.held the number one B.C. 
ranking, On a 19-win, nine-loss 
record. " 
The lower mainlanders were 
confident, cool and poh'shed, 
and it showed in game one where 
thehomet0wn Kermodes were 
tensed up from the, turnout of 
more fans than they realized ex- 
isted in Terrace, 
The pressure was on Ker- 
modes, and the Colts knew it. 
After all,. Richmond had won 
the B,C. title for the past two 
years and were favored to repeat 
the effort next month in Van- 
couver. The Colts weren't about 
tO lose one to a contender f om 
the northern boondocks. 
Kermodes were only in the 
-game fo i the .first quarter of the 
b!~'ning contest. After that it 
was a one-way, street .~ for the, 
maroon-shirted speedsters., 
:Kermodes were- down I0 
points after the first I0 minutes 
02-22). By h~fthne. Colts had 
increased their mar~n to 24 
points (63-39). 
A IS.minute break at thehalf 
didn't, slow down the visitors. 
Kermodes cleaned up their act 
for game two and came close to 
upsetting the tall gang from the 
south. 
'As expected, the Colts took a 
first-quarter lead (27-21), not 
quite as largeas in game one. By 
halftime, Colts were up by II 
points (50-39), well down from 
the 24-point m~gin in ~ the 
opener. 
Colts were ahead by 14 at 
three-quarter time (77-63), and 
• continued on to wind up with a 
105-93 win. However, Kermodes 
did put on a last-quarter spurt 
and outscored the visitors 30-28 
- -  the only quarter out of eight 
where they bested the champs. 
Kermodes picked up 20 of the 
34 fouls called. They were 
perfect on the foul line, hitting 
three-for-three. Colts made 
eight of their i I shots. 
The hometowners had six .•  `
players in double-figure scoring. 
Andy Davis had a- hot game with 
a 20-point effort. Arnie Pelletier 
added 19 to the .total, while 
Steve Dewacht came in with 16. 
John Favela and Dave Hngg 
They went ahead by 31 points in each turned in 14-point games, 
the third, quarter (84-53). Ker- while JackJe Brown scored I0- -  
all in the second half. 
The Colts got 28 points from 
Andrew Zawada, who was 
named a game star along ~th  
Dewacht. ,
They also got 21 from Trevor 
Kojhna, 19 from Mark Craven, 
16 from Graeme Lindsay and I I 
from Glen Campbell. 
The Kermode defeats brought 
the~ shortened-season record to 
14 wins, five losses. 
modes playing ~tch.up ball in 
the second half was out of the 
question, so by the final buzzer 
the,cool and collected Colts had 
a 114-71 victory (a 43-point 
march). 
Colts split the scoring among 
three players - -  Mark Craven 
00), Graeme Lindsay (19) and 
Andrew Zawada 06). Craven 
picked up the award for Col~' 
.game star. 
Mike Hogg, who had only 
Game stars - -  Mark Craven, left, of Richmond Colts, and 
John Favela of Terrace Caledonia Kermodes were named 
the game stars in the first of two exhibition high eohool 
basketball games between them on Feb. 17. 
, ' ' T  
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The moat valuable player, plus first and second all-stars from the Northwest zone senior 
girls' basketball finals posed after picking up their awards following completion of the 
three-team series in Terrace on Feb. 18 weekend. • 
ENVIRONMENT 
 'ECONOMY 
The Prov/nc~IGovernment recently 
appointed a provincial Task Force on 
the Environment & Economy to 
advise on waysto foster and promote 
environmentally sustainable cono; 
ndc development. 
The Task Force will make recommen- 
daUons to government  in several vital 
areas, including: 
Establishing a permanent forum of 
public and private sector decision 
makers to advise on the integra- 
tion of environmental manage- 
ment and economic development 
Developing a provincial Conserva- 
tion Strategy aimed at long term 
environmental protection and ef- 
fective resource use 
~ Promoting understanding of the 
bond between the environment 
and economy through environ- 
mental education 
The Task Force welcomes .wHiten 
briefs and submissions from hxliv/d- 
uals and organ/zaUons interested in 
environmental nd econom/c 
sustainabiHty. 
Deadline for submL~sions i
March 30, 1989. 
For information on procedures for 
making a submission write to: 
British Columbia Task Force 
on Environment & Economy 
c/o Cabinet Secretariat 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria. B.C.V8V 1X4 
or phone: 387-0783. 
I 
Hon. Bruce Strachan - • Hon. Elwood VeitCh 
.. iii; ;i-!i!, :.::I Minister of Environment Minister of. Regional Development 
. "  Together. A Better B.C. 
I 
Coach Phil Lethsm (kneeling center) had Instructions for his Terrace Caledonia senior Ker- 
• mode basketball team during a break in their serlee against the visiting Richmond Colts. 
That's referee Willie Chemko and part of the more than 700 fans in the background. 
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Nat ,  nal" e . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
X~ce.:.'s~.es 'of tickets for .... we,re looking fo~ard t0  close :ifrom:Smithers and/Rupee- and 
~e~between Canada's na- t01a full house,,, CHff adds; : : :  only$5 from Terra~;solwe ex- 
tf6nal::h~0ckey team. and He  notedlthat there was :: m- .> pect plenty of out-of-towners." 
F i~d 's  ' national: ' team ::on 
rMarch-.lO.iin Kitimat are going 
"briskly" accordi'ng to Cliff. 
Yolland. Tamitik arena super- 
visor. '/,The promotion program Smithers, Prince .Rupert and 
is just getting cranked-up, so Terrace. "It's a $15 return  fare 
' Youth soccer season 
to an active start 
. , _ :• : .  
Kamloops and Ke!owna, ~hockey and: the i ,~d~ 
Hockey/Canada publicsty for - Country is reek0r/ed: t6 !'b~'i 
the tour.notes that the . . . .  'ld, . Finnish top five in.thewm 
terest..from across the regmn, Lnno rese.~atmns close March. national team will comprise a 
and Far West Bus Lines has ar-i ~ !8,' saysCliff, "so I'd like'to/re, selection o f  the.best .young 
ranged for buses to bring h0ckey •: mind out.of.town fans thatthey players from the Finnish Elite 
fans from as far away as. can order tickets by telephone. Division, Finland took the 
Since ~i 1985.1 the Canadian na- ,~ 
tional team has faced Finlandon 
14 occasions, eami'ng a r~ord Of • 
11 wins, two 10sses and atie..  
hockey workd by surprise at the ~ .... 
last Winter Olympic Games in ' r ' ' " -  " 
Calgary when they won the The Canada-Finland B.C. 
silver medal, s~ond only to the tour iSL sponsored*, by Labatts, 
powerful Soviet •Union team. Esso and Lotto B.C. and:the 
Over the past five years• Finnish Kitimat game is being supported 
teams have steadily climbed by  local industries Alcan, 
:::/~;L ', Contributed by 
!i~:•!!,,•:"~/: :' Graham Palmer. 
~i~T~rrace ~Youth Soccer 
~ ia t ion  hosted the Provin- 
cial/Development Coordinator 
ofthe, BCSA, Mr. Alan Chur- 
chard, at a meeting held at the 
Inn of the West on Wednesday, 
February8. 
Mr. Churchard, who pre- 
viously held positions of assis- 
,*ant head coach to Canada's 
Olympic Team and head •coach 
of the Canadian National Team, 
addressed the executive and in- 
vited.gnests, outlining adevelop- 
ment model of how local young- 
sters should be coached accord- 
ing to their age sand skill levels 
based upon Canadian Soccer •
Association standards and 
philosophies. 
The important announcement 
of the evening was the proposed 
plan to recognize Terrace as.the 
soccer development center of 
Northern B.C. by offering a sec- 
ond ~ summer ~Soccer Academy 
for the province located in Ter- 
race. For many years, the 
We've got a hotline number - -  
632-7161." 
The game in Kitimat is part of 
a special B.C. tour by the na- 
tional team from March 8 - 14 in 
which the two teams will play six 
Shawnigan Lake Soccer>Aeade-~ :and one referee ,each, from 
my has  attracted the top Kitimat andPrince George. The:~ 
F.I,F.A. soccer coaches and Terrace men's team, including* 
many:: Terrace Youth Soccer 
graduates, took the senior gold. 
Discussion is taking place with 
the Caledonia Senior High 
. School to reintroduce soc~r in- 
to the ~un'iculum, as presently 
local youths are being denied the 
referees in the world to instruct 
residential courses for Western 
Canada and the U.S. Players 
and officials have had to travel 
from the north, but now with 
the proposal to have Terrace as" 
the permanent site of the 
N.W.B.C. Soccer Academy, 
world class officials will instruct 
in Terrace. players, referees and'. 
coaches from. Prince George to 
Whitehorse. 
Mr. Churchard visited North- 
west Community College and 
accepted that as a suitableloca - 
tion for the residence, and he 
said the new Christy Park so~.er 
Complex is ideal for the Acad- 
emy's needs. 
If agreement can be. reached, 
the first pilot course will take 
place in july or Angust, offering 
a week's residential" instruction 
to40or 50 boys from the ages 11 
to 17 from the north, with plans 
• to expand the numbers and 
courses to include girls in 1990. 
Also planned this year are a 
Level I Coaching Clinic and 
Referees Clinic for April, a Mini 
Soccer Clinic in May together 
"th wt player development week: 
i ends in May and June for youth 
games in Fort St. John, Prince 
George, Kitimat, Williams the ladder in international EurocanandOcelotAmmonia,o 
. -  - -  _ _  " 
] 
SOCCER ASkiNg. 
- . . '~: . . "  
Terrace Youth Soccer went on a registration drive over the past two weeks by setting up a 
table Ih the Skeena Mall, manned here by volunteers Don Highe, John Halley and AI 
Stleph6rd. The sport Isone of the most popular in Terrace, with more than 500 youngsters 
Involved. 
The chairma~ of the BCYSA, 
Mr. Ron Whitworth, and the ex- ) 
ecutive director of the BCySA, 
Mr. Keith Liddiard, plan to visit 
Terrace on April 5 to address 
coaches and officials and offer 
assistance to the development of
our youngsters, sport in the 
community. 
With the growing popularity 
of soccer in the Northwest, 
meetings and discussions have 
taken place during the winter 
months with representatives 
from Ketchikan, Whitehorse, 
Prince Rupert, •Kitimat, 
Smithers, Telkwa, Hazeltons 
and the Nags Valley. Enthusiasm 
is being generated from these . 
towns for more soccer inter- 
action between the communities. 
At the recently held Northern ,,~. 
B.C. Winter Games soccer was '\ ~:* :,~ 
the major sport,.involving over ~.~:~,  
80 hours of competition. Four -~  : 
hundred jt/nior and senior male 
and female athletes from many[• 
of the above communities took [ 
part.-The competition was of- " 
ficiated bY four Terrace referees 
Comingevents in Iocalsports 
instructed "by B.C.S.A. staff 
coaches. 
A 
i 
Two Terrace Summer sports 
have registration this weekend: 
opportunity to represent : he • Minor softball is signing up 
zone in favor of'other sports. ~: Friday from6 to 9, and Satur- 
Kifinmt ~epresented our.area t day from 9 to 5at  the Skeena 
last year's provincial finals.Mr. Mall. " 
Churchard offered B.C.S.A. e Minor baseball will register 
staff coaches and his "own set- Friday from 4 to 9, and Satur- 
vices to assist local teachers dur- day from 9:30 to 6 at the Skeena 
ing professional development :mall. . 
days and to provide demon- Both organizations would ap- 
"'stration time in local schools, preciate youngsters returning 
• Tournaments and exhibition last year's uniforms. Volunteer 
play will be offered to local soc -  helpers can sign up at the same 
cer .players as a supplement o 
league play, with teams travel. 
ling from as far afield as Ketchi- 
kan and the lower mainland. A 
proposed European tour is 
scheduled for 1990, to involve 
players over 14 years of age. 
The executive will be discuss- 
ing many of the above plans to- 
gether with.  policies and 
philosophies for the 1989 
se.ason. We welcome sponsors, 
parents and interested coaches 
and officials to come forward 
land Kenworth Bantams are library meeting room from 1 
hosting Prince" George 'B' ban- p.m. to 2:30 p.m. For informa- 
tams for three weekend games, tion, phone 638-7279 evenings 
They'U play Friday night at 10, and ask for Rob. 
Saturday at noon, and Sunday - - - 
morning at 11, . . . . . . . . .  A reminder to Terrace golfer s
Registration for the Terrace that the annual spring social 
touch football league will be evening will be held March 11 at 
held Sunday" at the Terrace 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. • 
Skeena takes prelims 
Skeena Tsimpsean junior boys took care of their closest north- 
west zone opponent in two preliminary games to the Richmond 
Colt - -  Caledbnia Kermode basketball series on Feb. t8 weekend. 
Skeena, touted to win the zone and take part in the 16-team 
junior boys' provincial high school basketball championships in
Maple Ridge next week, didn't really have an easy time with the 
~pesky Booth Ravens of Prince Rupert. However, they manag~l to 
post a 43-33 win in.game one and a 62-40 victory in game two. 
Skeena took a 17-2 lead at halftime in the opener. Booth played 
time. 
Terrace Caledonia Kennodes 
are hosting Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert in zone senior boys' high 
school basketball finals this 
weekend. 
Tickets for the exhibition. 
hockey game at-Kit imat's 
Tamitik between Canada's and 
Finland,s rational teams on 
March 10 ate going fast. Phone 
Tamitik at 632-7161 to reserve 
yot~r seats. They also have infor- 
mation on out-of- town 
*and offer support to our young 
people. :, 
,better in the second half and closed the margin on several occasions 
before Ske~na got a healthy lead once more. 
, Mike Parker, paced Skeena with 17 points while Craig Douglas 
• had l~/for Booth. 
'• In  game twO, Raven were up 1i-14 at the quarter, but Tsimpseans 
yoke Ul~O hold a 33-25 lead at the half. They increased it to 43,29 
at'three-quarter ime. , o , 
• tramportafion toKitimat. * ~.Paul ~ Manhes and Parker severed 16 and 15 respectively for 
Terrace minor hockey's In- Sk~qm. Carlos Samuels had 17 for Ravens. 
. ' • 
• i 
• • 635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sudsy  • - -  Open Holldxys - -  
10 s.m. to 11 p.m. 9 s.m. to It p.m. 11 Lm. to 11 p.m. 
I 
!;iPrince Rupert Rainbirds were 
expected/to win the Feb. 18 
Weekend's three-team-northwest 
.... Zone girl#, senior high school 
:triple 'AAA'. basketbal l  
• championship at Terrace. They 
did[ 
In a double-knockout play- 
down, Rainbirds started on Feb. 
15 When theyhosted Kitimat Or- 
cas.and •beat hem 62-51. Cheryl 
:Kinton. had 29 points in 
'• Kitimat's effort while the Birds 
were paced by Audrey Dennison 
with 18. 
'The •rest of the action took 
place in Terrace. 
Terrace Caledonia Kermode 
girls lost both theirg~.mes in the 
Feb, 1.7.matchups. 
The Orcas ran up a 44-8 
,half time lead and went on to 
inbirds 
.down Kermodcs 72-16. Kinton 
had 23 points, while Nina Hirvi 
chipped in with 18 and Michi 
Missere had 16. 
Kermodes played better 
against Rainbirds,but still came 
out on the short end of a 59-33 
score. Dennison scored 16 and 
Susie Jarosch got 12 for the 
Birds. 
The deciding game was close 
til •the final quarter when Rain. 
birds pulled out with a 73-56 vic. 
tory. The Birds were up 33-29 at 
the half. 
Dennison with 30 and Nina 
Phillipsonwith 17 topped Birds' 
scoring, Kinton had 24, Hind 14 
and Mi'ssere a dozen for Orcas. 
Ralnbirds, now travel to New 
. .  
Westminster for B.C. finals 
March 8to 11. 
. . . , -  , L .  . " . , . 
•/ TerraOe Re~lew "Wednesday;;M~¢hi,  1989/11  
Prince Rupert Ralnblrds went through undefeated in the triree-team Northwest zone senior 
high school girls' basketball finals held at Caledonia school in Terrace on Feb. 18 weekend• 
They're at New westminster next week for B.C. triple 'AAA' finals. • 
f 
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The things that make Canadians different all year round, also 
make the/n different at tax time. 
That'~.~why Revenue Canada offers a range of services 
to • help all '(2anadmns file their return. ' • : 
. . : , .  
• - . .  
- ° i f  • 
:: s.0m¢ changes. To help you fill it out , 'your"  . . . .  
g~ves you step-by-step instructions as well as tax tips and • 
• ; ! .example ;  It highlights,..inyellow, thechanges tothis year's " 
~.  : return. ~neres also a series Of special guides, like the Child Care 
: /Expense  Guide andthe Employment Expense Guide• Check 
your general Tax Guide for the list of special guides available. 
If you need one, contact your District Taxation Office. 
Changes to look 
_ In your Tax Guide, you'll find a detailed description of how 
the new tax credi~ Work. For example, personal exemptions 
have been re laced b " rsonal amounts" tha ' _ . . . . .  P _ y pe  t reduce your 
• federal tax payable (how much you owe). Make sure you follow 
Step4 in your Tax Guide soyou don't miss out on anything. 
You may  not have to fill out 
the xs hole form 
If you haste no income and are only claiming a Child Tax Follow the Guide Credit or the Federal Sales Tax Credit, you don't have to 
When you" get your tax return thts year, you'll probably nottee complete the entire form in order to receive your refund. Check 
"Ii 1988 Tax Guide the Tax Guide for instructions on how these credits affect you. 
:There's helpi fyou need it 
When ~ou get your n.ew tax return, open it tO make sure 
you nave tl~ ~ forms and grades you need. If you didn't receive 
a refurn, they're av~ulable at your Post Office or District 
Tax Office. There are also community volunteer programs that 
offer special help to those who need it, and seasonal tax 
assistance centres set up in shopping centres and Other locations 
acr0ss.Canada. Or you can call the-toll.free number for your 
area, hsted m the back of your Tax Grade. 
With the general TaxGuide, the special guid~ and : 
these other services, there's gmdance for all Canadians, from ~ ~- ~ 
Revenue Can~ 
• i!ii!i i://Social Insurance Number 
. i~/~!:!,~:~: ::  _, Be sure to.fill in your Social Insurance Number, along with 
!: :;/: ,•'otherc.u, rrent mformat~on, Such ~ your correct address. 
~ i ~:ii~!~i::::i: : !{This Willensure that your'return is processed qmckly and 
~i !;i:(!::i:~: =i:~accuratel.y. There s also a new' federai requirement'to, provide 
i~ ~ :i~!~;i~iii:!! ~ i~I your Socml Insurance Number to your financml instttution 
/i.~:, ~: ~ ::'~ , ~or . . . .inclusion._ on your taxmformation slip.s If you don'thave 
:i ..... ~;~7 a ~ocml Insurance Number, apply for one at your local 
i ~ Canada Employment Centre. 
: : i .  When you file your return, you Should also be sure 
' /  tomclude all your T-4's and any other information 
~ "~ . . . .  " - ' - J  You should receive them by mid- 
rlon't, your Tax Guide tells you what 
return with all i~  :tly completed 
nents will mean you .get what 
to as quickly as ~ss~ble. / :  A~ 
Include your II*ll t Re 
_ r  
_=.  
~J 
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PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING (A OWISION OF LACIOIX IHOUS'IIIB LTO.) 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATEUJTE T.V. 
[ 635-5134i 
4519 [A, KEt.SF., TERRACE 
UUIUU 
' .... ; i i  ~ :  ' " " '  
:. : , , . . i  : :  ' - 
i!ii!i !  
. . . /  . _ 
Your complete 
source for ail 
your heating 
needs.:, 
~• NorthWesf COnsolldated 
SuPpy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 6'SS-7158 
"~7:-.~Z i , , - '  ' ~ . : ' " '  - 
:: "I f  :you're ~;stlsfled, te l l 'o thers  
' . ~ ; . .  i fnOt . . . te f lus . "  
RON oi AL ~: " " ":, . : : :  491~8Greig Ave. 
. . . .  . .':. .... Terrace, B.C. V8GIN4 
• . , . .  Phone 638-1991 : . ,  
. ,  . , _  , . 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638.1166 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
~i~uu- - - - - ,~-~mu-" -  ~ 
DESIGN --. INSTALLATION Jan Blake 
MNNTENANGE cO..EnC~--RESiosNn^, 635- 2572 
• LAWN REJUVENATION so=3 Smp~m Cm 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP T in ,  B.C. 
~ ~  2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHANGES ~, Wol;e Tanning S'slem 
. ~ . ~  v- LANZA products 
Phone fo r  a .  op l )o lnhnen l  
635'9666 TOTAL HAIR CARE 
KALUM TIRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
Your Complete Automotive Retailer 
Business: 635.4902 
,4808 W. Highway 16 - 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L6 Pager:  638-2932 
! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  , . ,p -  . . . . . . . .  
I ! - . . . . . . . . . . .  " I HI.QUALITYBELTING& T-~ errace [ ~ CONTRACTiNG SERVICES 
F I ~ ~ : : :  I Inflatable_..Boat Repairs ee Tr imming  I! . c . . . . . , , .0u , .0 .os  I • . . Durable High Quality . 
Wdl cut down any tree! ~ i~ i  i ! I HAIIILTON&OUTDOAROIIARINERJET$ I I HOMEUIIHT LAWNIIOWERS - I :r VulCanizing Repairs 
I : YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS I 
I YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS " I "SAFELY" "~~I We specialize in conveyor belt 
I " SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS ' I ~ installations, splicing, 'and repairs 
• Sl,000,000 l iabi l i tyfzr  YOUR pr° tect i °n l~:  ! I = . . -  . . . .0 , . ,  I vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
• 635 7400 ~ Ave.i T e r r a c e ~  4946 Gr ,g ,; Terrace 538-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 538-06" 
. ~. . . . .  ~ . , : ,  . . . . . . . .  ~.... 
"1 
Rust ProtectiOn for 
I~ i  New and Used 
- • - Vehicles m 
I Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free est imates.  
Phone 635-7400 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYP ING 
638-1878 Residential 
Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants" 
- Complete personalized service 
. VOICE  PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING • Prices ere VIRY Competitive • 
,24 -HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE  AWWA Investments Ltd. 
B &G 
GROCERY 
laundromat & Carwash 
638-8195 TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 I ~ v .~= Open #:30-10:30daily i 
44411 i.akelN Ave., TerN'am, B.C. I ~ ,., 27018, Kalum 635-6180 I 
638-1144 i : ! 111~11,3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., VOG 2N4 / 
~ . : ,  • ik~a4moyolm • Chalnuws : ,  L ~N I 
~ L ~ ~ Mat(::utU.s I I ~ m  • Madne SupplI~ : : : i  
~ m , . , ~ , o =  I ' !/ TERRACE L EQUIPMENT: : i I 
ountin v~ou,,t=,: : ~,m'...., I I : SALES oP LTD. . ,  I 
~ ~ .  ]3~ r,.~-SW i I $KIDO0 ::i 4441LlkelleAve., Terrace ~ :: I 
Ter r~,~B,C ,  VSGi , I F~~,~ , , :  ~ . . . . -  . . . .  . . . .  :: , ..... :,,: .:  Res .53S .~N4: .  , " L m . . . . . . .  ~., . . . . . .  ~ . :~. . ,  . .  ~ . . . .  
, . , ,  ! 
?,•... 
road privatization 
,s-A/'ter, one of the toughest the ministry employees were ali- 
:.Wintersin recent memory, North enated by. the contractor," he 
-Coast ]Road MaintenanCe rather said. ~,~ i .. ~ . 
belatedly got official status as The temperature extremes and 
the road and ,  bridge mainte. : heavy Precipitation that charac- 
nance contractor fo r  theTerrace termed this winter have been 
Highways Districtlast week. tough on pavement and road 
In a brief ceremony atthe beds, and Scott says North 
district kighways~ yard on Park .Coast is now in the process of 
Ave. ,attended by about three preparing a plan to repair dam- 
dozen employees of the recently aged areas, He said the Work 
formed company, Skeena MLA will begin immediately after the 
Dave Parker said, "In my opin- ministry approves the plan and 
"ion, the roads are just fine." will continue into September: 
Parker noted, however; that . . . .  
there have been Some~ssenting 
opinions during North Coast's 
initial months of operation. 
.'Lloyd Scott, .president of Ken- 
.Iron Construction -- North 
Coast's parent company at- 
tributed the organization's good 
performance to the numerous 
experienced employees who 
transferred to North Coast from 
the Ministry of I-Iighways. With- 
OUt them, he sai'd, the winter 
could have been "a catas- 
trophe". 
"In fact~ we've seen that hap- 
pen in  a couple of areas where 
Starting from scratch 
In the preceding column, we discussed 
the advantages-and disadvantages of
buying afranchise as one Way of going 
into business for oneself. Another way 
to go into business for oneself is to start, 
quite simply, from• scratch. 
Most of those going into business for 
themselves have a well-defined i ea of 
just what sort of business they want to 
have. The would-be retailer,* for exam- 
pie, might want to deal only in high 
quality goods. The would-be manufac- 
turer might want to confine the product 
to a few basic lines. 
1 by  Phil Hertl, 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
In some instances, they may be enter- 
ing new areas of business actiVity for which there are no 
precedents o guide them.. If so, they may have no choice but to 
start from scratch. 
Generally, though, the attraction of starting from scratch is 
that the business can be designed from the beginning the way the  
owner wants, in a location and with a clientele of his or her 
choice. But if the business is to be successful, particular care 
needs to be taken in the preliminary planning. 
It's not enough to think there will be a market for the goods or 
services of the new business. The availability of that market 
needs to be established beyond any doubt by careful advance 
studies. Such studies hould include detailed costs of operations 
relative to projected sales. Projections hould be made at least 
three years ahead, Most importantly, all planning should be 
scaled to the owner's financial resources. 
That is the principal disadvantage of starting from scratch. It's 
more difficult o obtain outside financing for a new business than 
it is for an on-going business with an established record of per- 
formance. The owner of a new business, as a result, must be 
prepared to put more of his or her own money into it than might 
be the case in purchasing an existing business. 
Along with adequate financing, those starting a new business 
should have direct experience in' the field that they are entering. 
There is very tittle scope for learning by doing when starting 
from scratch; mistakes arising from ignorance van be too costly• 
An electronics expert may have devised a new product. He may 
know how to put it into production. But does he also know how 
to price and market it at a profit? Does he know how to manage 
the business in an efficient way? Has he sufficient experience in
the field to establish a viable role for his business?' 
There must be realistic and satisfactory answers to these and 
related questions before anyone should think of startinga 
business from scratch. If those answers are not forthcoming, 
however, it shouldn't mean the would-be small business owner 
need abandon hope. 
The owner might, instead, obtain the necessary •background 
• n " and expene, ce by purchasing an on-going business m the chosen 
field. We'll look at that approach to going Into buslnem for 
oneNif in our next colunm•" 
i 
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An exchange of hats between Kentron president Lloyd Scott and Skeena MLA Dave Parker 
was part of the ceremonies last week as the government officiallyturned over the highway 
and bridge maintenance function In the Terrace district o North Coast Maintenance, a divi- 
sion of Kentron. 
Strategist advises city to 
join Investment Exposition 
Following the International 
Investment Exposition which 
tookplace in Vancouver about 
three monthsago, Terrace's city 
economic strategist John Pou- 
sere fried a report which out- 
lines a variety of observations 
and recommendations. 
The exposition was designed 
to bring investment opportuni- 
ties and potential investors of 
international scope together. 
And the city joined forces with 
. Kitimat, the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine and Noredco, 
• which represents Prince Rupert 
and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, in one of the exposi- 
tion's 230 booths. Representa- 
tives were present from Canada, 
the U.S., the Orient, Australia 
and the United Kingdom. 
The Northwest display con- 
sisted o f  pictures, videos, pro. 
motional packages and pins. 
Terrace representatives Bobbie 
Phillips, Andy Webber, Amenlo 
Pucci and Pousette handed out 
nearly 100 promotional pack- 
ages ~ and 500 Kermodei Bear 
pins. 
As a result, Pousette has rec- 
onunended that the city join 
forces again and attend the 1989 
exposition which will be held in 
Vancouver's Canada Place from 
Nov. 14 to 16. He says the 1989 
exposition will feature conomic 
development in B.C. and focus 
on free trade opportunities with 
the U.S. But as a result of last 
year's experience, Pousette has 
some recommendations. 
In particular: better packag- 
ing of Northwest investment op- 
portunities, developing a way of 
doing a follow-up with research 
and sales promotion to identi- 
fied investors, concentration on 
adding value to resources al- 
ready in, or passing through, the 
Northwest, and encouragement 
• Of local businesses to develop 
joint venture oppportunities for 
potential investors. 
But there are also other obser- 
vations made by Pousette that 
could help in the development or
delivery of this year's booth. 
Asian investors go for pictures 
an d maps, but not pins. On the 
other hand, B.C. and other Ca- 
nadian investors, as wet as those 
from the U,S., love to collect 
pins. It would probably be wise 
to take plenty of both. 
Another point to note: Utah, 
Nevada • and Washington had 
"very smart looking ladies" in 
their booths and this impressed 
Canadians, Americans and 
European investors but sparked 
little interest i~t Asians. It would 
appear from this observation 
that this year's delegation 
should probably include Miss 
.Ionsered Super--GYO- 
Takes on tits 
' Hea.vywelghts!; 
• ¢ 
go 
t 
. -- J~ 
~ - * A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
---,'-'SEE THE'JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEAL|R----'~- 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOK ~- -  11~NI~CE, B.~B8 
8130A HIGHWAY lewurr 
Terrace and her royal entourage. 
But, on the other hand, if we 
want to focus on the Orient, the 
1988 crew may be the best ch'oice 
for the job. • 
Selling by 
MAIL ORDER? 
Try a classified ad in 
McBRIDE 
MAPLERIDGE 
MERRITT... 
and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
All for just 
s159. 
You can get blanket coverage 
of B.C. with a classified ad 
in 90 newspapers, 
for as little as $159. 
That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
If you're BUYING, SELLING 
or simply TELLING, 
IT PAYS TO SPREAD 
THE WORD. 
For more information 
call this newspaper at 
635-7840 
or 1-669.9222 
(Blanket coverage mice  aim available inother 
Provinces-- Alberta SIZ$; Manitoba $&5; Seek. 
Sl00; Omario $275; Alland¢ P4mtnct~ S99.) 
i+ 
• . . • . , 
tOilhelp fund renewed 
St0red: municipal infrastt:ucture 
unsuccessfully for several years. 
But now:~ they say ,they have 
support from the provincial gov-/ federal government,? says FCM 
Minister's Conference,the prep- the city joined FCM :last' year " 
and, re- ,'it is more urgent han ever that seven principlesoutline the need arati0h-of-an up-to-date .inven- but opted out o f  FCM's annual 
tbttc health -a~clj eatery. Ano, renewal proposal. In bnet, these 
we press ahead with our cam- for access to clean water, en- 
paignforastr0ng commitment v i rOnmental ly  safe ! sewage. 
to additional funding from the :: systems, afe roadsand bridges, 
equity in funding that is fair to. 
tory as to the physical state of meeting that washeld in Halifax 
Canadian infrastructure, and in favor+of,one to beheld soon 
negotiationsto develop regional in Vancouver. Although'several 
conferences on infrastructure, hundred thousand• dollars" 
ernments and ,the ear of the president George Cuff; : 
federal government... ' ' Because of this, Cuff says that- 
_FCM says that deteriorating FCM has reaffmned its commit- 
New computer approved 
-'for. Public. Works-Dept. 
The Engin,eering and Environ- 
mental Health branches of the 
Public Works Department have 
received council approval tO 
,purchase. a: new personal com- 
puter, With the pending pur- 
chase Of a new main-frame com- 
puter by the city, Financ~ Com- 
.mittee chairman Danny Sheri- 
dan sta/ed last month that no 
further purchases of personal 
computers would be advisable 
prior to an evaluation of the city- 
system. In this case though, he 
says that Public Works has dem- 
onstrated the need, know what 
they. want, and concluded there 
would'be no .point in delaying 
the purchase. 
According to Superintendent 
of Public Works Stew Christen- 
sen, Public Works has only one 
computer at the present time 
and it's used almost exclusively 
by clerical staff for word pro- 
cessing. But he says that the 
Engineering and Environmental 
Health branches require access 
to a personal computer to com- 
plete and use studies under way 
which deal with water and sewer 
systems, and to more efficiently 
process engineering and design 
information. 
Following Christensen's rec- 
ommendation, the city will pur- 
chasean upgraded IBM PS/2 
from Northern Computer Con- 
cepts for' $6,932. Another ten- 
der, from Computerland in 
Prince George was $174 less but 
according to Christensen this 
was primarily due to the quote 
including a smaller printer. He 
also points out that the local 
supplier maintains a full time 
technician, so any necessary re- 
pair or service work shouldn't 
require lengthy waiting period~, 
getting married... 
This basket-holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
.Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
638-1204 
Phone .... . . . .  -- 
,./,.. 
all .regions, cost-sharing that in- Because Terrace council worth of upgrading and new 
dudes all levels of government, agrees With the need for funding installations have taken place in 
.and the involvement of all three to .upgrade aging systems and Terrace during the past .'few 
levels of government in thedeci- believes that FCM are doing a " years, Public-Works officials 
sion making process, good job at iobbyi'ng .the federal have said much Of the City's 
_ . , , . 
From these pfinciples,FCM 
has. alsodeveloped a plan of .  
action in an effort to have them 
implemented, These include 
government, they have renewed 
their membership with FCMat a 
cost of $922 and contributed 
-$105 to the travel fund support -• 
ing B.C. members of the FCM 
infrastructure is .outdated and in 
need of replacement or, repair. 
Talstr. asays that fedend involve- 
ment.is requirefflt o get th.e job 
done. ', , . :. : 
Coming Events 
February 13 to March i3 --  Every Monday, "Asser- Wednesday, March 8 - -  The Terrace Single Parents' 
tiveness Training for Teens", 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at . Association will be having "guest speaker Rosemarle 
the Northwest Counselling Centre Group Room, 4603 Fleming, R.P;N., at their meeting Which takes place at 
Park Ave. This course Is for teens between the ages of 
13 and 18, designed to teach basic commufiication 
skills and techniques for Improving relationships. 
Please register by calling LII Farkvam or Lynn Hughes at 
638-8311. 
Friday, March 3 - -  People from 170 countries will be par- 
ticlpating in the World Day of Prayer. In Canada, the ser- 
vice Is sponsored by the Women's Inter-Church Council 
of Canada and arranged by local ecumenical groups in  
over 3,000 communities. This year's service in Terrace 
will be hosted by the Salvation Army, 4643 Walsh 
Avenue at 8 p.m. Everyone Is invited to share In this 
102-year tradition of recognizing our need for God's 
guidance as we struggle with the Issues facing our 
world. The theme is "Lord, Teach Us To Pray" and 
focusing On the country of Burma. 
Saturday, March 4 -- Branch 73 of the B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sioners' Organization wil l  be holding their, Pancake 
Breakfast from8 to 11 a.m. at the Happy Gang Centre on 
Kalum Street. Everyone is welcomell 
Saturday, March 4 --  Pianist Laura Spltzer will be per- 
forming at the Pentecostal Church, 3511 Eby Street, at 
8:J0 p.m. Sponsored by the Terrace Concert Society. 
Tickets are available at Erwin Jewellers in the Skeena 
Mall. 
March 4 and 10 - -  There will be a puppet Show at the 
Terrace Public Library on Saturday at 2 p.m. and on Fri- 
day at 7 p.m. featuring "Mouse Woman and the Snee- 
Nee-lq", a North Coast Indian tale. Everyone welcome. 
No charge. For more Information call the Library at 
638-8177. 
March 7 - 31 --  The Northwest Regional Jurled Art 
Show, sponsored by theRegional Arts Council, will be 
held at the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Entry forms are 
now available at the Terrace Public Art Gallery, Terrace 
Public Library and Walinda Crafts. For further Informa- 
tion, call 635-9960. 
Tuesday, March 7 - -  There will be a meeting of the 
Substitute Teachers' Association of the Terrace District 
Teachers' Association In the Skeena Junior Secondary 
School library at 7:30 p.m. For further Information call 
Wyn Nutley at 638-8886. 
Tuesday, March 7 -- The Terrace Public Library will host 
a reading by award-winning Canadian poet Patrick 
White at 7:30 p.m. The reading will be held in the Public 
Library meeting room. Everyone is welcome. Admission 
is free. For more Information call 638-8177. 
Tuesday, March 7 - .  The Ladles' Auxiliary to the Royal 
Canadian Legion Br, 13 is holding their general meeting 
at the Legion starting at 8 p.m. Come and find out 
what's happening. 
TUesday, March 7 -- The Terrace Breastfeeding Support 
Group welcomes all Moms and babies to their regular 
monthly meeting at Mills Memorial Hospital in the 
education room at 8 p.m. There will be general discus- 
sion and refreshments are served. COntact Pare at 
635-5271 or Denise at 635-4943 for more Information. 
Wednesday, March 8 -- The Terrace Elks and Order of 
the Royal Purple will be holding a Joint social and infor, 
mation night for• men and women at 8 p.m. in the Elks 
Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Anyone wishing to learn more 
about the two Lodges Is welcome to attend. For more In- 
formation, contact Alan at 635.2577; AI at 635-7556, 
Lawrence at 635-3160 or Jim at 635-6790. 
7:30 p.m., 4542 Park Ave. She has extensive experience 
in an advisory capacity to address 1he particular needs 
of single parents. Phone Debble at 635-4383 after 4 p.m, 
or Richard at 635-7762 for further information or to ar- 
range transportation. 
Wednesday, March 8 -- International Women's Day 
1989: March 8th is the day of each year when we take 
time to consciously celebrate women; their strengths 
and achievements. Weshare a commonality of female 
experience with our sisters around the world and on 
March 8th, we recognize and embrace this solidarity. On 
March 8th; we will acknowledge the bravery and dedica- 
tion of women through the years who have risked per- 
sonal security in the struggle for equality for all women 
in all spheres. On March 8th, we will Iookto the future 
and realize the Importance and necessity of women's 
contributions to the solutions of our persentlglobal 
dilemmas. Together we will commit ourselves to'the 
task. Women, please Join us on March 8th as we 
celebrate together. The Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre will be the location of a potluck lunch and Open 
House from 11:30 until 3:00. See you therel For further 
Information, call 638-0228. 
Thursday, March 9 -- The Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion 
planning committee will be holding a meeting at 7:30 
p.m. in the Senior Citizen's lounge, 4623 Tuck Ave. 
Thursday, March 9 --  Bafo Nyanga, a member of the 
South African Congres of Trade Unions will be speaking 
at the Carpenters' Hall at 7:30 p.m. Come and hear 
about South Africa today..Sponsored by Kitimat-Terrace 
& District Labour Council (635-6410) and Northwest 
Development Education Association (635-2436). 
Saturday, March 11 -- The Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club will hold Its Spring Social Evening at 8 
p.m. in the clubhouse. Anyone wishing Information 
about golf for the 1989 season Is Invited to attend as the. 
men's and ladles' club captains and members of the 
board of dire.ctors will be in attendance. A draw for two 
50 percent membership discounts will be held for 
members paying their dues that evening. 
Saturday, March 11 -- Social Credit Women's Auxiliary 
are sponsoring a social evening to meet with The 
Honourable Dave Parker, MLA for Skeena, from5 to7 
p.m. at the Terrace Hotel Skeena room. Hors d'oeuvres 
and coffee will be served. Please come and bring a 
friend. Therewill be a small charge at the door. Contact 
Joyce at 635-4277 or Jean at 635-2192 to confirm. 
March 11 and 12-  National Coachlng C~ertlflcatlon Pro- 
gram Theory Level I, wlth course conductor, Shannon 
Murdoch. Held at Thornhlll Jr. Sac. School from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. both days. Sponsored by the Terrace Parks & 
Recreatlon Department. 
Saturday, March 18 -- The Independent Order of 
Foresters, Court Skeena #1318, wlll be holdlng thelr an- 
nual Installatlon of'officers. All members are encour- 
aged to attend. For more Information, call Shlrlee at 
635-2635 or Rose Marle at 635-6985. 
March 18 and 19 -- The.Terrace & Dlstrlct Multlcultural 
Assoelatlon will be holdlng a workshop on stereo- 
typlng and prejudlce In the llbrary basement. The films 
"Brown Eyes, Blues Eyes" and "Anglotown" wlll be 
shown. For more Informatlon, phone 638-1594. 
Saturday, April 15 --Children's concert by "Gtlmboot 
Lollipop" at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 1 p.m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. 
• / ,  
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Shard Kowalekl --  Dance 
Sherri Kowalski was trained in Lon- 
don, England and has performed ex- 
tensively with many top British 
stare. She has done cabaret, TV and 
stage work including a-special per- 
formance for H.R.H. Princess 
Margaret. In 1975, she came to 
Canada and became the senior In- 
structor at the SL Albert School of 
Dance. She has also trained with top 
dance masters In New York, Los 
Angeles and San Francisco and has 
taught and adjudicated throughout 
Western Canada. She IS presently 
¢o<lirector of the "Hot •Shoes" 
Dance Co. and president of the 
Alberta Dance Educators' Assoc. 
Walter H. Kases --  Speech Arts 
Walter H. Kaasa received his 
Bachelor of Education from the 
University of Alberta and graduated 
from the Central School o f  Speech 
and Drama In London, England. He 
Is also a Licentiate of the Royal 
Academy of Musioand an Associate 
of theDrama Board of Great Britain. 
Currently he is self-employed as 
President of Kaasa Communication 
Ltd. Academy of Speech and a staff 
Instructor in speech development at 
Grant MacEwan College In Edmon- 
ton. From 1956 to 1982 Mr. Kaasa 
served In the Government of Alberta. 
He was appointed Assistant Deputy • 
Minister of Cultural Development in 
1973 and held that post until his 
retirement in 1982. Mr. Kaasa has 
been actively Involved In the arts 
throughout his career and has per- 
formed In a variety of film, television 
and radio productions. 
Madlyn Glazer --  Jr. Piano 
Marllyn Glazer was born and 
raise(/ In B.C. Shs began her 
piano studies In .New West- 
minster with Audrey Malllnson. 
After receiving her A.R.C.T., she 
continued studies with the late 
Phyllis Schuldt at the Unlvsrelty 
of British Columbia and, In Win- 
nips0, with Jean Broedfoot. Last 
March she completed a three 
year term as President of the 
Vancouver Branch of the B.C. 
Reglstersd Music Teachers and 
she was also chairman of the 
Student Performers' Guild for 
two years. 
charge except for the.March 18 galaperformance inthe R.E.M. Lee Theatre, which will cost$5fo?,~?!-) :~ !;,/.:•~, . - .  . 
adults and $3 for chil&en under 12. ' " . , . :. +' :_+ :,+ ::: :i~i:~:i::!~!i 
Complete Festival grades are avail'able for $2 fromTerrace Snght and Sound in theSkeenaMali~! ,: 
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Date " +Time R.F .M.  Lee  T iM I I I r s  ' Psntecoltal Church Vedtss Schoo l  + :+:::+::I. 
Mon.,+Maroh 6 . . .  Morning Bach 
Grades I - 6 
Baroque Composers 
Grades1.4 • 
• Baroque Composers 
Grade+5 andr6 
I nd iv idua l  OraniaUc 
Prlmary 
Indlvldual Dramatic 
Intermedlate 
Afternoon 
: Evening 
• . , :  
Tues., Marsh7. " "Morning 
Afternoon 
Evening 
Wed., March 8 Morning 
% . 
Thurs., March 9 
Frl., March 10  
Afternoon 
• Evening 
Morn+g 
Afternoon 
Evsnlng 
.... Morning 
Afternoon 
- Evening 
. 
Sat., March .:11 . . . .  Morning 
Afternoon 
Even ing  
Mon,,. March13 . . . .  Morning 
Af ternoon 
" Evening 
Classical solo 
Tt:+es~;>Msrch+"+i4'+  ':+ : Morning : 
Aftem0on 
Evening 
Wed., March 15 Morning 
Afternoon 
- - .  
TEI IR~CE - -  About 80 people are required to make the project, 
attended a Senlo~"s A~'fordable viable. 
Housing meeting at the Happy. According to Berghauser, one: Frl., March* 17 : 
Gang Center recently, and ac- .of the primary reasons for the 
cording to Fred Berghauser the slow beginning was the need for 
project looks like it will go many Senlorstoselltheirhomes. 
ahead in May even though many. before making the down pay- 
Seniors seem a Httle hesitant to ment. He explains this is diffi- Sat., March 18 Evening 
make an immediate commit- cult when they have lived in the : :*:* 
merit, home for a long period of time ., 
Berghanser says that 15 peo- and raised their children in it, . . . . .  
ple have made their $6,000 de- but he predicts a number of ~ +~ "~ ~:': ~: 
posits so far and only five more them will make the move, ::::. +:"i+;::,:+.::+ ' - 
; .  _ _  + • . :  
Choral Speaking 
Primary 
Choral Speaking 
Intermediate 
Dramatic Scenes 
Pianoforte 
Conservatory 
Character 
Solo and (3 
Modern Jazz Dance 
Character National 
Class ica l  Ba l le t  
Dramatic Poetry 
Bible Rdg. Senior • : 
Sonatlnas Individual Lyric Deml Character . :  ~+ 
Conservatory storytelling " ~+~+++~+~++ 
Grades2and3 - ., - • • ~ 
Shakespeare - " .,. • . " ~"  
'/:Mozart and Hay +"  
Prose - :  Beethoven .+ * ~,+~ +.~++~:;,+~:_+j, 
" " canadlan - ~+ +++:~' '-+"+++ 
Composers  ~+~ ~:+:.+~i~::: 
e. ~+ 
Elementary Bands Canadian l~  ~:~:-++;.:~:: 
Composers ~ , . ~  ~:.++:. Grades I - 3 ~ 
Secondary School 20th Century ~ i  
Bands Composers +++~++~k~ 
Concert Bands 20th Century ~ 
Composers ~+~.+~ 
Junior Secondary 
Concert Bands • ~:~'~:+..'ii 
Vocal Jazz Combos :!~: .... :. 
• + . + .L  . . .  
Stage Bands .,. ~+: i:~:,~ - 
Conservatory Jr. Vocal Solo 
Grades 7 - 9 ~ J 
20th Century Folk Song Solo 
Composers 
Beethoven 
Baroque Composers 
Grade 7 - 9 
Bach, Mozart 
and Haydn 
Vocal Duets 
Music Theatre 
Orff Classes 
Choirs 
Secondary School 
Pop Slnglng 
Opera/I.elder 
Concert Recital 
20th Century 
Composers 
Vocal Solos 
Vocal Conservatory 
Classes  
~+++, ++; ; , . . . :  - ,  ~}i(+;:+++.:.: 
++++ ....... 
~+3.  +. • 
+!;;~:+?: : 
~+~i++:+i; :i!. ),
i :i G¢!.(:++:+.:+++: 
~:(+~++ ':i? :++ 
++++++G'+;'-+:'~" r+~ "k. " t + P 
" 
St r ings•  +.=- .: 
• Trumpet 
Woodwinds 
, saxophone++ !
Brims Groups 
Woodwind Duets 
Flute 
+•~?+.+ %:  + 
+" : I t '  
+ Flute ..... +-~+: 
Concert Group . +:.- 
Chop in  . . . . . . .  ,Horn /Trombone/  " :i!, .~ ' • ++ .+ .,+++~ +.+,++.. 
Trumpet - -S t .  +. + . . 
sonat inu  . . -+ • 
Seniors' housing Evening Pianoforte 
- -  Rute 
Morning Orff Classes looks "'promnsnng ++ :~++: ..... +! : ' :  Afternoon GermanRomantlcs 
++ :.. , . Fr. Impreselonlsts 
Mature . 
i d l r lg  =+=+ ,,/~+il ~ 
m +~i ++yl 
+ +:{+) + 
- -+ .  + , +'*/! +++++ +'(i:: *++ :~::++~" 
~ncer t  Gml lp  i' +++!'++ - Band l , lnatmments l  Li'.~ 1:~?~:~;1 
"~ '~"~ i,i. ' " 
+ " -- + W o r m  p + ++:~+'+ ~ ~+ 
a - , + .  + -+ ,+,,+++~(~ ,  " 
- -  - :+  . . ' : * : , .+ : i :  ...... 
. . .+  . + 
Evening Church Choirs 
Sweet Adellnu 
Morning Sight Reading 
Workshop-  Plnao 
Aftsmoon School Operettas 
Evening Scholarship 
Competition 
Gala Performance 
CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
nightly* entertainment. Come to 
where the ACTION Is. 
80116 Hwy. 16 East 
U$.~75 
. . . . . . .  i mll 'III I ...... ~i + I+~iI +'Fi ) -  ..... 
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Northwest Community, College, Terrace Campus 
• " ~ e + • ' 
• • Tuesday, Apr.il 4 to Th  .ursday, Apr i l  6 ,1989 
, i 8.00 a .m. -  3.00 p.m. 
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"1 Will both lay me down 
in peace, and sleep: for 
thou, Lord~ only maketh 
medwellinsafety." ' 
• Psa lm 4:8 
" . , .~  : , . . z , .  " 
"People helping people in a world of need." 
That's the message from World Vision of 
Canada, who are sponsoring the "30 Hour 
Famine" for world relief. 
Local students taking part in the "famine" in 
early March will be seeking pledges of support 
from the community to help in their effort to 
providehealth care and tools for an economic 
base for those less fortunate than ourselves. 
,Two local educational institutions have 
joined the cause to date: Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary, who will be raising money for a small 
African community, and Northwest Communi, 
ty College, who will be doing the Same for a 
town in Brazil. 
Above, witnessing the proclamation signing, 
(from left) are Sherri Pannunfrom Caledonia, 
World Vision representative Dennis Kiffiah, 
Mayor Jack Talstra, Kelley Pegg of Caledonia 
and Kim Cordeiro from NWCC. 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday. January 1, Worship Service. at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. . . . .  " 
Pastor:. DonaldP. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635'552p 
•/  
March 22: 
March 24: 
Mareh 26: 
March 27: 
March 28: 
March 29: 
:MIreh 30: 
Mmh 31: The'EiffelT0wer in Paris opens to public (i889), 
Birth of the navigator, Amerigo Vespucci (1452). 
Cosmonaut Alexai Leanov of USSR takes the first space walk (1965). 
Edward Smith pulls the first U.S. bank job (1831) gets $245,000 and 5 years. 
Mike Oros (Mad Trapper of 1985) slain by 13 RCMP at Teslin, B.C. (1985). 
VERNAL EQUINOX, 1st Day of Spring (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))).: 
Great earthquake (9.0 Richter) at Bokhara. USSR (1984), ~ ,: 
Birth of the composer, Johann Sebastian Bach (1685). : ::*': 
Persia becomes Iran (1935). ~ ,~ ! i~,~ 
Actor Sir Michael Redgrave (age 83) bows out (1985). " /~!;~:~! : !~ 
Russian ship hits American mines in Nicaraguan port (1984). : ~'~:~ ..... :~:~j~:~ 
FULL  MOON, 1989. :*ii!ii::~ 
Birth of the socialist, William Morris (1834). 
GOOD FRIDAY, 1989. 
JohnLennon and Yoko Ono begin 7-day public "bed-in" for peace (i969)/~: 
Soldier of Fortune publisher, Robert K. Brown shoots elf in leg (1984); ~ 
EASTER, 1989. 
Great Alaska earthquake (8.4 Richter) wrecks Anchorage (1964). , 
Israeli M. Vanunu gets 18 years in jail as prisoner of conscience (1988). 
Death (.1985) of the artist, Marc Chagall, age 96. 
Birth of the poet, Robert Frost (1874). 
3-Mile hland nuclear facility (Pennsylvania) lets off a little steam (1979), 
U.S. p~chases Aluska from Russia for $7,200,000 in gold (1867). * '" iiii 
JohnHinckley shoots up Ron Reagan (1981), just like in the movies, 
I I  I I I 
The A|i]ance-Chureh . . . .  
Family Bible Schools Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 o.m. Au't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship:. 11:00 o.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially invited 
Youth M in is t rhm,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  V__laitatlon_ 
492:3 Agar Avenue , 655-7727, 
'/I SundaySe~!cm: ~ . - 
I ~ n l d u ~ t l ° n  (all ages) . 
"'[ l ~ : S o l v o t l o n  Meetin., . 
:I : , _  _ _  
Christian Reformed Church 
su y pe.m 
11 a.m. & § p.m. Peter 81uye -- e35.2621 
Coffee Break, Ladle' Bible Study 
Wednesdays ~.30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
• 3e02 Sparks 
"" h i ' -  I I I  "1 I I I I 
I 
(18s.e175 
, I I 
; " ;  , 
March 18: 
March 19: 
March 20: 
March 21: 
H,s,o,oa, ovents,, i i ¸¸  i 
Complied by TomTaggart  . . .  • ' ' " " : " 
March 1: U.S. nukes Bikini Atoll, South Pacific (1954), but withou t malice . . . .  : ~ i 
• Puerto Riean nationalis~shoot uP fiveU.S. Congressmen ~1954). ~ ~*:':~ : ~, :~ ii~ ~, 
Alaska Railroad locomotive Squashes47 snowbound moose (1985). ~ . ~i ~ ~r t " __F ~ " 
.March 2: Birth of Mikhail G0rbachev' General-S~..retary of ussR (1931). • . : ,:i: ~- ii " 
•Mareh 3: Birth of the philosopher, William Godwin (1756). : : i ~:~/I~ :
March 4: England-jane Wenhem tried for a wRch (1712) • for talking to her cat. i !~:i/i 
Albert Einstein sees the Light (1879). :/: :: ~:i ~: i;: 
Msureh 5: Birth Of the author, Barrick Torsvaad (1890) AKA B. Traven. :: ":~ ~i':~:/I!~': 
29 year Soviet dictator, JosifStaiin goes to the ..(Kremlin'. )Wall (1953). : :i ~ ~ 
March 6: Mexican Army .captures the 'Alamo" (1836), declining to take POWs. :!: i: i : i 
Death of the artist, Georgia O,Keefe (1986). ..... • : • . : : i : i : : ..... 
Mm~h 7: Calif. Governor Reagan waxes effusive (1974) over "epidemic of botulism':. / /  : : • 
Mareh 8: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S  DAY.  ' ~ i ~ :: ~' /:~ :!i :' ~ " ' 
March 9: Poncho Villa and compadres make lightning raid into New Mexlco (1916). : ii 
March I0: Flu epidemic at Ft. Riley, Kansas kills 21,600,000 humans, worldwnde (1918). : i j 
March 11: End of the trail for the explorer, Sir Alexander.MacKenzie (1820). : i 
USA extends $50 b'.dlion lend.leasecredits to England and (later) USSR (1941). ;:i i: i~ 
March 12: Birth Of Florence Nightingale, legend.~ English nurse (1820). " " ~ ': 'r " ~ ' ": 
March 13: The planet Pluto discovered by American astronomers (t930). . , i! : ~, 
Death of the artmt, Rockwell Kent (1971). ,I 
March IS: The Ides of March (Julius Caesar assassinate.d,..44 BC). " . .://./:~ :~: i 
March 16: LL Wdliam (Rambo)Calley massacres 102 cmhans at My Lai, Vietnam (1968).:'::i' i!i!~':!:/~ ' :!I 
March 17: SAINT PATRICK'S DAY. " ii!~../::::,i ' " i n i 
• . . 
, .  . . ' .  - . , 
• . . • • , . 
pianist hereSaturday 
• " . :" '.. Sp!tzer isnotable for her n.ear-. 
messianic., fervor in :.bringing 
C0~ert experiences tosmall, re- 
Board returns b il, I • " 'o  . 
TERRACE. - -  The board ,of theboard oes with'the':invoice 
School-District 88 has decided before taking any. further ac- 
they won, trpay a $44,295.10 bill : tion . . . .  . -  : - .  
from B.C.• Hydro. ' 
~; this season 
;'western U.S. 
one-ton truck 
ieinway grand 
piano tiding:in the back. 
A ta  meeting Feb. 14 trustees 
voted to r send: the bill back. The.. 
situation began Jan. 9, 1985,"i 
i : ~,h.ena hydrotechnician hooked 
-up two Wires. incorrectly in the 
hydro meter at. E.T. -Kenney 
school. The mistake wasn't dis- ~ ,
covered .until April" 14; 1988- 
when it was found during, a 
routine meter check, By averag- 
ing:the schooUs, consumption 
"over a period of years, B.C. 
• Hydro figures that the district 
should have  been bil led 
$60,454.14 for the period in- 
stead Of the $16,159.04 they 
were actually billed. Now Hydro 
wants the.  district to pay the 
difference,. 
But during discussion at the 
Feb. 14 meeting, trustees, voiced 
opposition to the payment re- 
quest, saying that the error was 
B.C. Hydr0's and it has !taken 
too.! long to correct. Trustee 
John Pousette noted, "There's 
no way we can 8o back to the 
taxpayers to recover that 
money., 
B.C, Hydro district manager 
Don Parminter said the beard: 
had acted, on a, Ietter of noti f iea- 
tion, not a bill, and the company 
will be sending them an official .,' 
invoice within a week. Parmin-" 
ter saidhe will wait to see what 
Aside from her penchant for Her repertoire ranges from 
travel, Spitzer is a graduate of•Baroque to 20th Century, and 
although her:Terrace program 
hasnot yet been announced, ex: 
perience lsewhere indicates he 
has a particular' propensity for 
the m~sic of Chopin' and Ravel. 
At earlier Stops .;. in ' her . current 
tour  she :has been  premiering 
. ~:~;.~ ,i~.::..-,• .,..:~.• !.. ::>:::-./•..~.; .; ... i i.~.rcrraceRm~b.w: Wednesday  ' March  • 1, 1989 17  
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Nocturnal No.. 5 by  contem- 
• porary c0mp0ser Virko Baley, a ~ 
piece that requires thepianist to 
maintain four independent 
melodic l ines :..simultaneously , 
one of which involves plucking 
the strings inside:the piano. 
.Representativ~ ofth~ Terrace 
Concert Society advised:us that 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre was not  
available for this performance, 
so the concert will take place in 
the Pentecostal Church at 3511 
Eby St. It begins at 8 p .m,  
NNBto  
begin new 
satellite 
service ,.. 
the prestigious Mozurteum in 
Austria, past winner Of the" 
Kurt Leimer Competition and a 
founding member of the Austri- 
an Ensemble for New Music; 
Laura  Sp i tzer  
. . . . .  
::•: :• we' re l iv ing in•a changing society:i" !• 
. . . .  Our children must le~ newknowledge, i 
skills and attitudes that will help them 
meet the challenges of the future. 
M~or  changes were recommended 
by the  Royal CommissiOn on Educat ion  
after hear ing the  views of thousands  of 
Brit ish Co lumbians .Now, in  consul tat ion 
with educators,  parents,  and  others,  
we are imp lement ingmost  of those 
recommendat ions .  
Edu 'on. 
A eolm tl ent 
British Columbia's 
: •~,.;.,i •
f t 
-1l'11 ~ ~  ~ 1 1 ~  We're making a commitment and an investment- 
$2.9 billion over the next decade f~ support new education 
• pol ic ies. . .cmTiculum changes . . .bet ter  facilities. 
You can look forward to excit ing and innovative changes: 
["! "creation of~the Education Advisory Council, 
with broad representation from the community, 
to advise on implementing the changes. 
i -1"7  a new provincial curriculum structure to be. 
..... phased in over I0 years 
O 
O 
I-I more emphasis on creative thinking and 
problem solving a new School Act 
[3 
new learning resources, uch as computer 
technology, to help our teachers do an even 
better job and to equip our children to take 
their place in the society of the future 
I-I 
: I-I dual entry into kindergarten as the first of four • 
ungraded years so our yomtgsters can move 
throughthe primary ears at their own pace [3 
$1.4 billion in addition to regular school 
operating budgets over the next 10 years to 
put policies and curriculum in place 
new grade 11 and 12 programs offering a range. 
/.of options to give students new ways to 
~d help them move in t~ ~ .... % ,.. 
o . .  
LP,,.eommitment and Investment. , . fm 
$1.5 billion on new and improved school. 
facilities over the next 6 years - 
an increa~ of 9.9Zor $129 million in 1980/00- •i;~), •:-. • 
provincial grants to school districts • , - ..... 
- ven  If you don~have children in school, you'll benefit, 
C . 
sdll p~yo f f~  a healthier/more prosperous society for all 
To accomplish this, we need your participation. 
we're putt ing the YOU into education." 
~ For more infract ion on th~se ~w/t/ng in - -yes ,  un~:  
Minister of Edueation 
Padlament Buildings,. Victoria, B.C. vgv  1X4~ 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
announced lut  week that they 
will begin satellite radio service 
to :10 communities in northern 
B.C. sometime in April. In addi- 
tiontO their own showsorisinat- 
ed from the Terrace production 
studios, they have reached an 
agreement with Skeena Broad= 
casters of Terrace to carry 
CJFW-FM programming as a 
.,wrap-around" service,. 81ving- 
• ,NNB the capacity i for..24-hour, 
broadcasting. 
. The CJFW-FM country music 
programs will be carried by the. 
satellite service during intervals 
not programmed by either NNB 
or radio stations in the commu- 
nities on the satellite network. 
Both Ray Jones, general manag- 
er for NNB, and Sharon Taylor, 
operations manager at CJFW- 
FM, expressed satisfaction with 
the arrangement. 
NNB is planning to have a 
total of 22 communities receiv- 
ing its satellite service by the end 
of the year, and Jones said the 
brganization's ultimate goal is 
service to 68 communities - -  
from Williams Lake to the Yu- 
kon border -- within five ~.  i: 
. . . . .  i:i 
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: ~ ~ . "Wr I~H'Z , OF  14~I~i =~ ' +.. + 
• nounce the b i r tho f  thezr son Jul ian Wayne,  bo..m at J '1~ ~ " - nV :  inwmmV U~.n .T  ~i . . .... : 
• 4:13P;m.";Febmary 23,1989, 7 Ibs..13 oz.-A little ]:.I~.:~. • ..... • " ' .-.' 0"."~:. ",x,, ,..:."':'~;~~.-. : .: 
brother!, forCandacei W~th thanks to Di-s, Redpath ;. ' . . . . . .  L ~ . . . .  ~-~....:.-~ =.-..:-~- ..... ~-~. ..... :~: . :.:: 
a!zd Boydaad-/the maternity staff• :" .i . - ~  " - " : ~ / " I I~=~Ir .~ i~ ~ ' ~~ •[ :  i:i:./ 
. . . . : -  : : "  ' . - " : . . .  ~ . ' • - Im l~ lOr : .~  I ' ' I I  ~rn~,~-~ I ' _LL_. :! ' I  ~ :-/:i.i 
vAN,~#T=.BorRt0 'M ikeandM~j0He,  ason, - . I: :/:i:, 
• "!.esse. C~ra~'.d'.9•.!bs:'0nFebrua~22"1989"praise. ~-~~'E '~, '~~I - .  ''' I | ~  r : I : : - , i / :  
• ,theLord[,:" ::,:-, :. :. • " : "  ':::- '~ " . " / ~ ' J i I " ~.. " ,~W~, .  " I 
:. ,[ The'Ryalls : :, . , , By,a mrod/l/ 
!:/- . . . . .  ] ~~,  Z. ,Av~ ~ ~ ~0sm,~...T'~m, ~P.  %"i! ' ' " " 
' ~ . . . " . . . . .  ' " " " , , L , d q ~ r : ~ " ' " C A  ~ g ~ y a  ~ " " . 
. . . . .  ' " " ' 4 0 . . . . .  ' . . . .  " 
I'* " " ~ IL ' I f~u~~,s~J~-  Skoena Mall "~ J /~ . I I - : ~ , - ~ ~ - - - ~  )~]~,, I .., .,.. _. . . . .  
: ', • ° i ' : • - i i" ~ ~ ~ . ~ , ~ i / / I  ~,:'~. ~ / - J ~ • •  ,  " /- . 
[ II Forth "ByGreg Howord ]• 
. : Forecast Period: 3/5-3/tl/89 ' " " 13 ~_~u-~1~-~-odS~ ~"~~# -I'~I ~°'gAVE:)]~ [ OJCgl~y,.). " "P:I~3 il~'f~-~f~'~f~l~o~'#i01"d~ a :_ I ] [ ~ (  f~e~ .I X I :0~~. .~.~, '  ~ .  I I ~] 
AllIES You have your own philosophical concepts of __  ~ "~'~(E'IR 
bein conformance - ' . . . .  . .  I .~"  .~"~." '1 / " - ' '~  " I ' '~"  ~ ~/l~kt ~'I.I~IR 11 - - - - / , . , , '~" ! /  v t . - - " J l  
TAURUS Give attenttonto original and invent|~e'.ideas. ! ( ( .~  Z . .~ .  I ~ '5 ,~.~ ~ (, ~qp:; ~'~ ' l  ~-~"  JM  "~/~J  
Apr,20-Mny20 Gettingyour:viewpolt;tacrossissometimesdiffi- | ~X:~P) , ' ~  [ f . ~  , ,~" '~, '~"  |1 ' ~V ~ _,,,~_ ~ " -~  
GEMINI ' .  Slight uphea~.'al in the ~0fessional circle makes I 1(~-~3.~..,%~,h~j~ I V~ % ~ \ ' ~ ~ .  !1 A ~ 7t~l~~, /~ 
M~yZl4uue20 you awme of your shortcomings. Take steps to I/~Ik~k ~ '~1~' ,  ~q~ ~--1"1(~--~ =.~ ~ Y '~/~_~i - " "~| l  ~X ,~. . / _ . .~ . [ '  P4~ ~" :~w' - - I  
. . . : '  putthlngstortght. I l l , .~~~'~ ~.~1! / - ,  ~ ~ '%~ ~ | 1  |[ L~_ . .~~'9 : i  
CANCl~" " 'Misunderstandings ari e where meetings are con- I |X-  ~ . ~ ~ _ - , q  ~ ~ -  _.~1 ~X / / ~  (~M~"" / / . . . I  
lu~2lJult~12: cemed Checktomakesureyoumeintheright I tX  l l l i i~t~ '~ " "  I V .'t - ~ _ - -  , , , ,  u , , , , ,~ . ,~ , . .~-~- - . , . .~ .~, . - -  , , , - , , ,  ' . , ; . o , .  " • a ~. . ,  • - - -  - -  " " - - " ~ • ~ - - ; . _ - - . r  - • 
" . . . . .  : place at me rlgnt lme. - 
• ~" ..,:':,s.~:. Putting too much faith in intuitive flashes can 
-Jluly23~A~l.22 get you into a tangled financial foul-up. The 
' . . ,  / .  :~;• ~ written word is better. 
,-~JRGO-. Partners or associates instigate change. Know 
• 114 ~, Aq.23-Sept.22 where you stand as others may be less than straight- 
• forward in dealings. . • " . 
" • "~._UBRA ' Associateonly with those you can depend on for 
"ii ": '" St~t. ~1-Oet.22 trustworthy advice. Employment matters reach 
a crucial point. 
SC()RPIO Playing your hunches couldiead you way off the 
Ocf. 23-1qov. 2|  track. Speculation without horoughly studying 
the situation isinadvisabl~; 
. ~AGITrARIUS Home beautification satisfies the urge toexplore 
Nov. Z2-1)ee. 21 'new horizons. Many "drop-ins" admire the 
decor you have chosen. 
CAPRICORN Reading and writing takes on a quality of light 
'Dee. 22-Jan. 19 humor. Coming from our serious Capricorn, it
I a surprising has effect. 
i AQUARIUS The financial picture appears solid, but use good 
Jan. 20-Feb, 18 judgment inyourchoice of charitable endeavors. 
• BYReggie Smythe J. 
BY .GARRY TRUDEAU,, ] 
i i 
i 
///dll~o ,T. J., D0 )I/U KRI~ 
AIVATAI/~/tl~ 8//~T 7~f~JN~ 
klMfH/49 ~ )lX/!/~n~ 
//ml/H~U ~MZlYA~M.f 
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IBLANK  CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Adsappear'in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
• Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
for 2Swenls ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review "•  i ~ 
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.AUTOMOTIVE 
" , . ' :  . . . .  
. _ .  -•, . , .  . , , , • , . . , .  - . .  \ - . .  . 
WIN A MERCEDES in the 
iOkanagan Symphony Raffle. 
Only: l ,500 ticket8 at !$100 
each.~ 1989 • 190E sports se- 
dan. 5 Early Birds of $1000 
each. Car draw June 10 in 
Kelowna. ;Write or call 
Okanagan •Symphony, Box 
:1255, Kelowna V IY  7V8; 
telephone 763-7544. Visa, 
MaeterCard 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTU NITI  ES~" ~•, i:~- ~.;~ "~. 
MACH INE~SHOP;i Well! es, = 
tablished business in North- 
ern Alberta. Caters to Oil- 
field, logging, and farming 
for over 13 years. 50% 
• welding, 50% machining. 
For Information phone (403) 
926-3949. 
FIRST TIME OFFERED! Be 
your own boss and enjoy a. 
lucrative Income. Our ei~ec 
laity advertising program 
serves corporate clients. No 
franchise fees. No royalties. 
No multi-level selling. Just 
your own profitable busi- 
ness~ Exclusive territories 
are now available to q.uali- 
fled individuals in BC.uurn 
your $7,500 investment and 
our national ~corporation's 
experience into your suc- 
cess. Send resume and 
- . . • . " . ,  , . . . .  
FOR SALE MISC.  
Newi71989~ Arctic Cat ;and 
Yamaha snow mobi l es. 
Clearing all" inventory .ant 
dealer cost. Most models 
stock. Phone Sunset Equlp- 
• ment for I~rices (604)837- 
4951 ~ Ken. 
Qrder yo0r computer soft- 
ware/hardware mall order 
catalogue. •today. Over 
20,000 'software packages, 
peripherals, books, supplies 
and accessories. Write to. 
The Only •Software Soluti0n, 
5470 Booth Ave., Burnaby, 
B:C.:VSH 3A3 or call (604) 
434"7387" . 
New Beer and Wine Sys- 
tem. Just arrived in Can- 
ada. Nothing Compares to it. 
Patented process, simpler 
and best tasting. $129.95, 
results guaranteed. Dealer 
• inquiries welcome. Wr i te  
Mountain Brew. DiStribu- 
, ~;, 
Iqo~ d~wh- I)ayment and bank 
financing O.A,C. Lease/pur, 
chase ~ new,. used trucks, 
cars. B,C.'s..largest Ford 
Dealer; since.1927. Call Bob 
Langs{af~f collect 522-2821, 
D.#5276.: 
No money down OAC. 
Lease/buy =any new/used 
truck or van. Deal direct 
with Factory Broker. Call 
Keith collect 874-0778. 
DL6102 
" .  . . . . . .  • '  , ! *  " ; " , ; - '3  • ~L~ 
ew at/63 
" • . , : ; • . . . 
HELP WANTED 
Career opportunityqn adver, 
tising~ sales with one of ; 
B.C.'s leading community 
newspapers published Wed- 
nesday afternoons and Sun- 
day m0rning$. Castlegar 
News has immediate open- 
ing for a self-motivated, en- 
ergetlc/ndividual in our dis- 
play advertising depart-. 
ment. The successful candi- 
I J~  - " 
I 
. [ 
PERSONAL 
RELIABLE CANADIAN 
AND •ORIENTAL LADIES 
(all ages) seek housekeeping 
opportunity, exchange for 
shared accomodation, new 
locations, ci)mpanionship, 
etc. Request further infor- 
mation 1-547-2020 anytime 
(7 days). 
PETS AND L IVESTOCK 
New 
(403)666-4030. 
carriages/wagons rest- 
ana~ date will have newspaper orations, parts zccessor- 
sales and layout experience, ies. wheel repairs. Coach 
Compensation as per collec- rentals. Consignments. Dis- 
tive agreement plus corn- counts for clubs and organi- 
mission. Medical, dental zations. Cariboo Carriage 
and welfare plans. Applica- Works, Box 1017, 100 Mile 
ticns treated with confi- House, B.C. VOK 2E0. 
dence. Serious enquiries for Phone (604)395-4111. 
this challenging position can REAL ESTATE 
call me personally. Gary 
Fleming, Advertising Man- Seniors, adults: One bed' 
ager. Office (804)385-52!0; room condominiums in Arm- 
Home (604)365-5798. strong, B.C. $17•,500 to 
$18,500. Excellent" buy for 
Bodyman required. Excel, retirement or investment, 
lent Medical and Dental. Can't find that new or Used •background history to: Dial- car Or .truck? Can't sell let Directories Inc., Box can be sublet. No mainten- 
your'vehicle? Can't get fin- 1069, Stn,A, Delta, BC, tore, 554 East 15th Ave., $16 per hour. Contact Jehn ance, resident manager, 
ancing? Can't afford the• V4M 3T2, or call now (604) Vancouver, BC V5T 2R5 or Revell; Port Hardy, BC at fridge, stove, drapes includ- 
high prices? Relaxl 1,520- 946-5898. phone (604)872-6777 949-6042 ed. Phone 546-8522. 
1113 Collect. D.8683. . Car wash systems. New GAI~bENING Tow Truck Operator Requir-. Resort, Kamloops al'ea. Pic- 
BUSi~IE-E-~-S ~-~ : :  ...... toucbless or colil-op. Excel, ed. Full-time'employment in  turesque. Log construction. 
OPPORTUNITIES~ • lent Investment return. ~'~interest~d ir~:G~re~,enhoude Or Body Shop. Some know- : Fully equipped. Only place 
125-seat • B.C. pub, hotel Write or phone for bro- Hydroponic Gardenina? ledge of body work would on 6 lakes. Excellent fish- 
restaurant $344,000 gross chums. Dyna Sales & Set- Greenhouses $195., Hydr'o- be helpful, ~ but not essen- ing. Great life and potential. ~ 
sales. Same owners 17 vice, 160-11760 Voyager ponic Gardens $39., Halides tlaI. ExcellentMedicallDen- Wi l l  assist. Asking 
Way, Richmond, BC, V6X from $140. Over 2000 pro- tal. Contact John Revell, $115t000. Phone 376-7970. ~ 
years. Henry Desnoyer'of 3Ggp 273-0709. ducts in stock, super prices. Port Hardy r 949-6042 SERVICES Tradeland Realty,  3410 
"Free Catalogue call Toll G.M. "Technician for ~/an- ICBC InjurY Cla.lme? Call ~ 
Coldstream Ave., Vernon, PIZZA: The Cutest" Pizza Free 1-800-663-5619. Water couver Island dealer. Would Dale Cart-Harris: ~20years 
B.C; 545-5325, 545-8712 Place in B.C. High volumes. Farms, 1244 Seymour St., consider fourth year appren- a trial lawyer with five years 
eves. . Excellent profit. Sale price Vancouver t B.C. V6B 3N9." tice. Replies to: Box 1589, medical school before law. Golden Opportunityl ~ Pur  includes land, building, 
chase25% share of Vancou- equipment, stock, and two Port Hardy, B.C. V0N 2P0. 
ver Island il~ub for $25;000. weeks• training. Call Jack, 
HEALTH 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
• •.Pain - - ~  Don't Accept It. Wanted reliable worker for perlenced in head injury 
• Excellent returns. Owner 845-3131 Eliminate through Myother- full,time in'•small abattoir, and other major claims. Per- 
has other commitments. ED-'DU'~TION apy headaches, back pain, Must have experience with centage fees available. 
preferworklng partner. Re- 
ply to Drawer 263 clo Co- MONEY MAKING OPPOR- sciatica, T.M.J., cramps, beef and hogs. Write to Box Major injury claims. Joel A .  
numbness, tingling• M.D.  374 SardisB.C. V2P 1A7. Wener, personal injury trial 
mox District Free Press, TUNITIES! Learn Income or Dentist referrals. 584- Ken Evans Ford Mercury, lawyer for 21 years. Call 
P.O. Box 3039, Courtenay, Tax Preparation or Basic 3822 Surrey, 248-8644 Duncan, B.C., requires ser- collect, 736-5500 Vancouver. 
B.C. VgN 5N3. Bookkeeping. Tax deduc- Parksvi,lle. vice tower operator. Know- If no recovery, no fee. No 
A ~ e  tible certificate courses by HELP WANTED ledge of flat rate system, Yukon inquiries. 
secret is the message home study. For free bro- 
doesn't go 'roundl and is chums, no obligation, con- Reporter wanted full-time Ford warranty procedures a requisite. Call collect Len WANTED ,, 
Wanted 24 shake blocks. readable at any speed. Rep- tact U & R Tax Services, for Houston Today commun- MIIler~ 748-5555. 
resentatives needed. Distri- 205-1345 Pembina Hwy., ity newspaper. Seeking ex- Meeker Log & Timber Ltd.,. 
butors inquiries welcome. Winnipeg, MB, R3T 2B6, perlenced aggressive gener- NOTICES 826-6781 - . 
Adwheel Inc., (604)753, 1-800-665-5144. Inquire al reporter skilled in news ~ p  
8905. about exclusive franchise and feature writing. Send for a Woman's Career in 
Start your own 10K Jewelry territories now available, resumes by'March 10, 1989 Journalism ($2500) accept- 
business for as little as $50. • Fabulous designs, superb EQUIPMENT FOR SALE to: Houston Today, Box 899, Ing nominations for the Houston BC V0J lZ0 . eight-month "accelerated" 
certificate program begin- quality, excellent profits. 300kw Blackstone Lister AUGTIONEERING INSTi- nlng September 1989. Quail- The Gold Discovery, 14335 - Diesel Generator. Low 
47 Ave., Edmonton, T6H 0Bg. (403)434-2550. hours, excellent prime pow- TUTE OF CANADA. "We ficatlons: 19 years of age or 
er. Leaseorsale. Located In are teachingtoday for to, over; some media exper. 
Auto engin: reblUil:err~)bSu~ ~- Campbell River. Phone 1- morrow's future.'" Profes- ienoe; has worked as a 
er clean, crop t d. 953-6215 or Vancouver 434- 81onally taught, term soon, Journalist full-time for less • a.C'LCKA. 
for free brochures phone than 5 years, or has worked ~_,m___,m _= 
facilitYfrom aggressiveready fOr~manage.growth 8069 (403)875-3339. Box 264, part-time or as a stringer/ ~ 
ment. Greater Vancouver. FOR SALE MISC. Lloydmlnster, Alta. sgv freelancer for at least one • 
$118,000. Corp. Business Brokers. Call Doug, 681- Lighting Fixtures, western oY2. . year; nominated by a pub Iisher or editor. Apply by 
3155. Canada's largest display. Overseas positions. Hund- April 30, 1989 to: Peter 
Need money? Local and Wholesale and retail. Free reds of top paying positions. Walls, Coordinator, Journal- 
overseas Investors want Catalogues available. Nor- All occupations. Attractive ,sin Program, Vancouver 25  W O R D S  
worthwhile business yen- burn Lighting Centre., 4600 benefits. Free details. Over Community College, 100 
tures. Call F.B.D.B. at 1- East Hastings Street, Burn- seas Employment Services, West 49th Ave., Vancouver, $159 
800.663-0433. Yukon call aby, B.C. VSC 2K5. Phone Dept, CA, Box 460, Mount BC V5Y 2Z8. Phone 324- 
• 1-299-0666. R ~ P  3C7. 5335 or 324-5336. 
I • I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
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l + Cl+m;med A s-+Deadline is Mond'; l p.m,i/-/ + +: 
R~lstmnd purebred German ShelP l As a public service the Tm~e R m~m,:will print.free 0f  Chme,~.y. ad o f fe r ,  to Sl~,e something i - - - - - - - - - - . , . - - ' -  
herd puppies; g weeks old. First [ :with thec0mmtmity (eg., rides, Cl~ild care . f ree : i t~)  I, in  addition there will ben0!charge i fo r  | Ai  HAI t-H  
shots, tattooed and wormed. Both i , 'Lost & Found"  or for ads placed by indiwdeals eeking .work, i ~ ~ . . . .  ? : i ~ 
parents  can be seen. Asking $350: . + : ' ' ' L '+  ~ ' ~+ ' " " " ' ~ ~ '+ " 1 ' ' ' '  1' 1 ~+1 " + I . ~ " :1"  ' +1 " ~+ ~ '+ ' ~ '  1+ '~ ~ , L ~ " . ~  . ~ . ~  : ~  
Phonee35.362e. -+,o I ~,~:  monDbplay-  per issue; ,4.00fop ~)WordS or Ires, additi0nalwordsS¢•each;+?+ ••://i:i••++ I l~r~.e~..~+ .,req 2 - - -  - -  ++-Y  
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Imporbmt Messqe for Businesses and Managers!  
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS?  
We will help you comply with the amendments othe Hazar- 
donsProducts Act that require every WOrkplace in O,-Rda to 
have a WHMIS - -  Workplace HazardOus Materials Informa- 
tion System. 
• • inventor~ of bmardous matedab 
• ~ and dmi f l c t t len  
* , tmmmm) 
• employee tndning 
call us today for free initbl consultation. 
Sheridan Jackman Comidtants Inc. 
A-4506 Lakehe Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 11)4 
Tdephone (604) 635-951 I.
RED CR088 LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Emp oyment:Opportunities 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
The Canadian Federation of Independent Business isa 
non,partlssn political action organization representing 
the  Small business sector at the various levels of 
government. CFIB Is the leader among Canadian 
businessassoclat!ons, with over 80,000 members: 
We Offer a unique and permanent career In sales within 
an exclusive territory. • Individuals looking for a 
lucrative and  challenging opportunity will enjoy the 
weekly commissions and generous Incentive bonuses 
as well as the competitive benefit plan we offer. 
We require mature, well groomed, articulate self- 
starters for the Terrace and lower Skeens Valley area. • 
Thorough training is provided by a Regional Manager. 
Sales experience, Including intanglblels helpful but 
not necessary. 
IBondaye from g to 11 s.m. 
T Im~lm from I to 8 pa. Please send your resume in confidence to: 
The. Cupboard Is located In  the , .......... . . . . . .  
Skeana Healttr unit, s412 Kal,m ~/~.~,.  +. ~ Vlco'Pmsldent, FleidOpemtlons 
8treat. Emergency Inquldee can be: I q l~  • I Canadian Federation of 
made In between service hours at  • I ~ / Independent Bus iness  the fo l lowing numbers:  635-2122 or 
636-7041. 3/29p ' I / ) '~_~,~_~_  I + • •4141 Yongo Street 
• • ~ ~  ~ WIIIowdale, 0ntsdo M2P 2A6 
INFORMATION oF sALE- 
Our client wants to offer Kermode Friendship Soc/ety 
for sale a successfut gift 
shop ,  +establ ished +in Youth Worker Awareness and Prevention 
Prince Rupert for many ~ .Job Descf lpt lon 
. - -~r - .  ¢^r  1"~4:e . ,m a4 .1^P i  years. For information, 
contact •Odd Eidsvlk at: 
Eldsvlk & Associates 
Chartered Accountants 
10.222 3rd Ave. West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VSJ 1L1 
Phone 627.1396 
i 
Pdncees Homm Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive Campany famous for cry- 
• stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
tO become a consultant. Call collect 
624-3445. Serious callers only. 313 
AUTO BODY REPAIR 
Journeyman or 4th year 
apprentice required for a 
busy modern, well-equip 
ped shop. Must be experi- 
enced in collision repair. 
Please contact Norm at: 
Nora's Auto Refinishing 
4630 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4K1 
(604) e .u29 
t /no 
Expmloncnd babysitter needed for 
weekend sitting. Phone 638-8398. 
tfnc 1981. Eagle statlonwsgon, 4x4, cruise, tilt, air shocks, AMIFM 
cassette, auto, 6 cyl. $4,500. Phone Don't md thb nd unless you are 
638-1530. 4/5p tired of working 9 to 5 for peanuts. 
1970 Cordon, all power. Phone Sales people are needed for an 
established corporation. Great In- 
835-7486 after6 p.m. 3/lp come opportunity. Full or part time. 
Phone ~ .  3/220 
1975 earners; new cam, timing chain 
and lifters. Asking $1,500. Phone Family with $ children looking for 8 
mature person to be a live.In nanny 
638-8609 and ask for Clayton. 3/3 In exchange for room ~ and board. 
1080 Pontiac Acadian; standard, Serious Inquiries only. Phone Mon- 
day to Thursday before 3 p.m., Frl- good running condition. Asking day after 3 p.m. or weekends, $1,300 obo. Phone 632-4340 or 
632-3003. 3/17 e3se630. 
.i998 Grand AM; 4-door, pw, pb, new 
shOCks, muffler, .brakes, radiator, 
summer and winter radials, quad 
stereo, ate. Good 0onditlon. Priced 
tO Sell at+f0, +6(X)+. , IR}one days or even. 
~ + + +  - ;3!1.7 
_ • / .  
+ -++ 
+ ' -++ + , , : + ,+"  % 
Lobklng for babysitter to come Into 
my home for a 31/: year old. Hours 
vary. Must have own transportation. 
Start Immediately. Phone 632-6953. 
3/17 
The Kermode Friendship Sodety reqaires an' Alcohol and 
Drug Awarenm and Prevention Worker to work with Urban 
Native youth, Reporting directly to the Executive Director, 
this individual will be responsible for the implementation of a 
community based alcohol and drug a',varenem and prevention 
progrmn foamed on Urban Native youth. (Will work• closely 
with Alcohol .and Drug Counsellor.) 
Preferance will be 8ivan to individuals with a degree in Social 
Sdences or related subject area, however, a combination of 
• experience and truinin8 will be considered. Also, experience 
working in Native communities, knowledge of Native culture, 
values and life styles would be a definite asset. 
Please forward resumes to: 
Ms. Sarah Bevu  
Executive Direttor .... /~ : 
Kermode FrlendsMp Sodely  ~ ,:+ ~ 
Tem~, B.C. Y8G 2Z~/ . . . .  .~ i"~ 
(604) 63S-4906 . . . .  : + 
Salm~,$1.$O0. -.-, $1,600. per month. '  . . . . .  
Deadline: March 8, 1989 • 
I 
There's no time like the 
present to make future 
goals. Switch from a low 
paying Job to unlimited 
earnings. Rich advance- 
ment opportunity, benefits 
and Incentives. Informs- 
tlon seminar at the Inn of 
the West Monday, March 7 
at 1:00 p.m. 3/lo 
I 
Employment Opportunity 
On-call employees needed as 
Home Supl)ort Workers~ ~ 
Nursing or Ion8 term care 
aide background prefered: 
Possibility of  working into 
part time or full time work. 
For further information call 
Be~ 8tewnrl, Home 8up 
Imrt f ier~k~ at 63S.SI3S+ 
i 
the UBC Diploma Courses In Ur- 
ban Land Economics (Appraisal 
Option) program or the Apprel8al 
Institute of Canada course pro- 
gram. Therefore, nearing 
eligibility towards RI(BC) or 
AACI acoredltetlon. Considera- 
tion will be given to lesser 
qualified applicants based on 
experience and education. 
Excellent working conditions 
and careers opportunities are of- 
fered to the succoufuI can- 
didates along with ettrective, 
881ary and fringe benefit pack; 
age. Relo~etlon auistance is 
waillble. 
Application forms are available 
at the various amment  of- 
"fires throughout the province. 
P lea  forward completed ap- 
pll©atlon forms by March 17, 
1969 to: 
Personnel Department 
B.C. Assessment Autbodty 
1537 Hillside Avenus 
Victoria, B.C. 
va"r 4Y2 all© 
Mature responsible young woman 
will do all housekeeping duties 2 or 
3 times a week. $SJhour References 
available. Thomhill area only• Phone 
635-5416. 3/3 
Factory hitch for Chev $10, Blazer 
hitch 5000 Ibs, tongue 600 max new 
$225. Asking $160. Phone 624-3999 
after 5 pm, 3/10 
,Sound movie camera complete with 
telescopic condenser and micro- 
phone. Like new. Asking $170. 
Phone 635-2507. 3/10 
Better quality medium-sized piano. 
Asking $2,300. Phone 635-3869. 3/10 
Royal Albert, Old Country Rose 
ohlna, crystal punch bowl & 18 glas- 
ses. Phone 638-0240 after 5 p.m. or 
weekends. 3/3 
Bet of right hand golf clubs with 
bag. Asking $75. Phone 63545473/17 
Rlokenbacker No. 400St)ass  guitar, 
natural f.inleh, 6 years old, complete 
with case. Asking $1,100. Phone 
635-9638. . . . . . .  3/17 
New 30-pint Electrohome Frost 
Guard dehUmidifier, $200. One right- 
hand tub-shower unit, white, $175. 
Phone 635-2507. 3/17 
NewqMper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Ling. T.8.,. ski boots for $--~(~220 sale. Size 
9, men's, almost new. 
Phone 635-5709. 
~ Isqle dreasw with 2 mirrors, $300; 
student desk;, 1;50;. 1 5-drawer chest 
and matching flight table, $125; 
3-component stereo, $200; 36-gal. 
fish tank with stand end access., 
$225; 14" remote color 13/, I225. Call 
638-8474 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message. 3/29p 
Mixed flrewond for sale. Measured 
cords. Phone 038.63e0. 4/6p 
King size wetad~M with leather 
caps and six drawers; large head- 
board With posts. Excellent oondl. 
tlon. Asking 8300. Phone 624-4118. 
3/10 
k: S:,S IFIE:D 
• "Insurance adjusting flrm is seeking applications for an 
adjustor trainee. 
-Applicant should be a mature individual and able to 
,travel the Northwest and make personal Contact with 
Insured and individual agencies. • 
Successful applicants should haveGrade i2 ed ucation 
with emphasis on good wdtlng and communication 
skills; 
Insurance,related training and w!!lirlgnesetocontinue 
With further r~equired education; construction and/or 
building material training. 
Must have valid drivers license and have own vehicle. 
ApPly ih writing to~ File 205, clo the Terrace Review, 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 311c 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
:;,Z 
• .: lx6 • ' 
• ' T imbers  
CHANNEL # • Beams 
- , , ,= , , "  . ' Round 
1to  , to  Fence  Posts  
* Other  
' . . .  . . . .  ; Fenc ing  
• lX6 ,  l x8 ,  lX10  Mater ia l  
~ V~'c; --" • Cedar 
• Pine 
lx4  lx6  . . . . .  . . .  Cot tonwood 
|X4,  o r  X6, o r  xG. . .  •Cedar  & SPF 
• lx3  . . . .  . . . .  * Hemlock  
~~-iCom~etafive Pri~es!, " 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box 7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
FOR LEASE  
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
• " 1 unit, 951 sq~ ft. 
I unit, 1,800 Sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 ad~oining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net; 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
i f  no 
Hadey Da~!daon FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebag8 and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
98'x137' rseldectlal lot on Kenney 
Street in Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 632-2706 and ask 
for Mike or Helen. 6121p 
1,200 .q.ft. 6-bedroom house, fin- 
Ished basement, on 10 acres, fruit 
trees and out buildings, near school 
In city limits. Phone 635-5845. 3122p 
2 paw of children's ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair. Phone 
638.0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 2/24 
Ladles 165cm downhill skis; comes 
with 2 sets of poles and size 8 boots. 
Good for beginners. Asking $50. 
obo. Phone 638.7260 days or even- 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to ings. 
make? Understanding all your al . . . .  
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. • tfn 
~ L i n e  and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. ".tfnp 
-Kaium Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398, - tfnc 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kelum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
• Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
and referral service. Fridays 10.12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
Annual Oene.rsl meeting S.P.C.A. 
Everyone welcome, Northwest Com- 
munity College-- Kltlmat, Room 2. 
7 p.m. March 5. Election of officers 
to be held. 3/10 
• Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
r 
MOUNG, Hang, aged 77 years, In 
One bedroom furnished unit In Kltimat, B.C. on February 22, 1989. 
Thornhlll. $260 per month. Available Funeral service took place at Arm- 
Feb. 1. Phone 635-4453. 3/lp strong Funeral Home In Vancouver, 
B.C. on February 25, 1989. MacKay's 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
was In charge of the arrangements. 
3/1 
Lout -  a .Ingle key, taggedand 
numbered 72. If found, please call 
635-2844 and ask for Mike. Thank 
you. 3/lnc 
Lost -- downtown Prince Rupert ap- 
prox. Jan. 19, ladles' bright pink 
"Parklane" wallet (velcro closure). 
Reward offered. Phone 627-7825. 
3/8nc 
Loll -- Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 
the Graham & Evergreen area, a gray 
kitten with whlte spot on neck and 
tummy. Aqswers to the name of 
Tenya. Please :phone 635-6744 or 
638-3447. ~ .3/8nc 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
W0-RO-Nc-HuK -- Victor, aged 75 
years, near Usk, B.C. Beloved 
brother of two sisters, Mrs. Elsie 
Price of Vulcan, Ab. and Mrs. Anne 
Taylor of Brendon, Man,, numerous 
nieces and nephew,. 
A memorial service for Victor will be 
held Friday, March 10 at 2:00 pro__at 
the Salvation Army Church"(4643 
Welsh Ave,, Terrace) with Capta~ln 
John Harker officiating. 
In lieu of flowers, If friend, so 
desire, memorial tribute, may be 
made to the Salvation Army, Ter- 
race, B.C. 
Arrangements Intrusted to Vulcan 
Funeral Home, telephone 
1-403.485-2633. 3/8c 
3117 
We would like to thank everyone 
who supported us during Ed's ill- 
ness and death. 
Special thanks to Drs.. Strsngway. 
and Van Hark, the nursing staff at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, Reverend 
Stan Barley and Shlrlee Llndeay, We 
greatly appreciated all those who 
remembered us with cards, food, 
flowers and phone calls. 
Also, special thanks to the Terrace 
Peaks Gymnastics Club for the love- 
ly reception after the Memorial Ser. 
vice. 
Ed was a very special person, and 
• when the pain subsldee, we will all 
remember him and smile. 
Wands, Scott, KIm, 
Krls and Auntie Betty. 
1998 Mazda B2000 cab plus pickup, 
5 speed, AMIFM cassette, carpeted, 
excellent condition, 2 new tires, new 
Iockable Tundra canopy. $6,900 
OBO. Phone 635-5633 after 6 p.m. or 
weekends. 311p. 
Tw°  r°°m f:-:" I 
$360 I 
1980 Char. short box 4x4, 33"x112" 
tires, automatic, 350 cu.ln., tilt. 
$4,000. Phone 638-1530, 415p 
., LOOMIS 
We have for sale: 
• 1-1982 GMC 3A.ton van 
• 1-1983 Chev 3A-ton van 
• 1 - 1985 Toyota van 
These vehicles can be 
viewed at: 
Loomis Courier Sen/ice, 
5011 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
between 8:30 a.m. and 
5:00 •p.m. Monday to Fri- 
day. Please contact: 
Dave Andrews, 
Branch Manager. 
Phone 635.6118 
Why Rent? Clean, well kept mobile 
home with addition for sale. 3-bed- 
rooms, new carpet & flooring. In- 
cludes air conditioner, frldge, 
natural gas stove & furnace, large 
lot with garden area, storage shed & . . . . . . . . . . .  
fruit trees. Excellent starter home. 2 to 3 bedroom house; reliable work- 
Asking $24,900. Phone 635-5772. 3/3 Ing couple. Will sign lease, top refer- 
, ences. Wanted February/March. No 
I Attractive, spacious, with storage room. Will trade 40 acts. with creek, children. Phone 624-4115. 3/10 
• ColoreFI , appliances and fixtures, , located 30 miles north of Terrace, Wanted to rent: one large camping 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or trailer, motorh0me or 5th wheel for • Beautlfu'l cupboards, double stainless sinks. 1 " • travel trailer. Call collect -- Angele March 24, 25 and 26. No miles will be • Large be/conies With screened patio doom; ' 
• Laundry facilities. . at(604)492-3623. ' 3~.2p put on It -- staying In Thornhlll. 
• • 8ecuri~ enter~hones and deadbolM, A SPECIAL PROPERTY Phone 635-2568. 313 
• Fbl~ drspedand c~ordlnated ~ w/wca~oets. 0-acre hobby farm designed for kids 
• Six charm,feet, lilt, T.V. ' and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
l Racquet coups. 
bungalow, fireplace, new sand.ok, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex- 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facilities for two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horse, I!), Five minutes from 
• Ample pa~lng. 
• References required, 
e Wanted to buy: a Karate outfit for,  
Phone:  635-5968 ) 10-year-old boy. Most be in really .town, city close, country Ilvlngl Ask- good condition. Phone 638-1636 
. . . . . . .  lag S72,000. Phone 635-2808. 3/8p after 2:30 p.m. 3/lp 
% . 
Wanted to buy:. Banana potatoes, 
English quail, Bantam chickens. 
Phone 635-7682 evenings. 3129p 
12-foot Springbok aluminum boat • '~: 
wlth .heavy duty galvanized " 
alumlnum trsller, 15 HP Evlnrude , 
(brand new) with auto blend." 
Package Includes all the extra,. Ex- 
cellent condition. $3,000. Phone ; 
627-1325 after 6 p.m. 4/5p 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF I 
TRANSPORTATION 
• AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electorlal District: Skeena 
Highway Distdct: SkeenaDistrict 
Project or Job Number:. 52-01 
Project or Job Description: 
Rock Slope Stablization 
-- 120 Man-hours Scaling: 
-- 400 m= Slope Trimming 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 
March 6, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not required. 
Tender document, with enve~ 
lope, plans specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Geotechnical & Materials Engi. 
neerlng, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1K7, between the 
hours of 7:20 and 4:45 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holiday,. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3362. 
Pre-Tendsr meeting will be held 
at: above address if enough/n- 
terest is shown, if intel'e,ted in a 
pre-tender meeting, please call 
Steve Likness at 638-3362. 
Date/Time: A tentative date is 
set for February 28, 1989 at 1:00 
p.m. 
Tenders will be opened at Gag- 
technical & Materials Engineer- 
Ing, 4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1 KT. 
D. Nyland, P. Eng. 
A/Regional Manager, 
Professional Services &Planning 
Ministry Official 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
Creditor, and other, having 
claim, against the Estate of 
CECIL AURIE MOORE, deceas. 
ed, who died on September 30, 
1988, are hereby required to 
send them to the undersigned 
Executor at #15-4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, British Colum. 
biB, before the 29th day of 
March, 1989, after which date 
the Executor will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto, having regard to 
the claims of which it has notice: 
HOWARD PATRICK PRUNER 
BY: WARNER BANDSTRA 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
15-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
veG 186 3/le 
Give,,, 
to the 
Head 
Fund. 
B.C. Heart ~. 
Foundation 
. _•  J "  • 
i 
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t 
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iNVITATION TO TENDER 
I ROOF' RETROFITS AND MAINTENANCE ' SCHOOL DISTRICT #54 , :! • ~ . . . . .  (BULKLEY VALLEY) 
: • :, SMITHERS, B.C. • ..... i': :::~:::::i I' 
. . .  . . . . . .~ " . - : ,  , : . / , .  ,.~-:":,~:~!.'~<:.*'~,:":..~,'! 
SChool Dlstrlot #54 (Bulkley Valley) I nvltes tenders for R~f,Rett~.fItei.::ii. :.: 
I. : Repelrei and Malntenance to.varlous school bulldlngs located wlthln: :~- • 
I ,Sch0olDIstrlct.#54 (Bulkley Valley), Smlthers, B.C. ' " 
; offers under seal will • be received before 2:00 p.m., local time, • on:the -.:~ 
31st day of March, 1989 by: * : * 
School Dlstdct #54(Bulkley Valley) ~" 
Mr.Jim Flods, Seoretaryrrreasumr .... 
Box 758(3603 - 3rd Avenue) .. . • . . . . . , . . .  -. 
Smlthere, B.C. V0J 2N0 .... 
Phone: (604) B47-326"i ~ " " 
• • , , ,  , . . . 
Tender Documents for a StipUlated Price Contract maybe obtained 
at the offices of the Owner, School District #54 (Bulkley Valley)at the " 
above address, or the Consultant; Inter-Coast Consultants Ltd., 
#207 - 15225 ThrlftAvenue,,Whlte Rock, B.C. V4B2Kg. Plans may be . 
viewed at Construction Association Offices In Prince George and- 
Burneby. 
A site visit is mandatory. 311¢ 
SEALED TENDERS for the project described below, ad- 
dressed to Transport Canada and endorsed with the 
project name and contract number, Will be received un- 
til the specified closing date. Tender documents can 
be obtained through Regional Manager, Materiel and 
Contracting Services, Room 742, 800 Burrard .Street, 
Vancouver, B.C.; .Telephone: (604)666-5661 on payment : 
of:the applicable deposit. : 
Project Name: • Janitorial Services 
PT0 Jeot  I~et ion :  i :  Sml thers  Airport ,  B.C~ ~ 
Contract Number: TR 3202' ; 
GIOMng()ate: • Apr| l :06, 1989,:1500 hours 
. . . . . .  Vancouver time- , 
S i te  , ,N~Ing:  .... : • ,A  s l te  meet lngwl l l~behe ldat  
: . " 10:0o a.m., March 23, 1989 In 
" " the APM's Office at.Smithers 
..... - . . . . .  A i rport ,  B.C. " 
".Deposit: :• : : " :  " :r : : : ' :  : ~:~'  Th ls  dePo~slt must  be 
: " ..... madeInthef0rm of a cheque 
" . . . .  made payab le  to the  Order of  
• " the  Reoe lver  Genera l  for  
Tender Enquiries: 
Technical Enquiries: 
Canada. 
Phone: 666-5661 
Telex: 04-54320 
Fax: 666-6476 
Jagblr Matharu 
Phone: 666-5378 
To be considered, each tender must be submitted in 
duplicate on the forms supplied by the Department of 
Regional Manager, Materiel and Contracting Services, 
Room 742, 800 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. - -  
Telepht)ne (604) 666-5661; All Tenders must be accom- 
panied by the security specified on the tender 
documents. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. ~c 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate date of first publication hereof, 
Certlflr~lta of  Title No. 539311 to Issue aProvlslonal Certificate of 
Lot 10, Block 5, District Lot 611, Title In lieu of the said Duplicate, 
~ .  5, Coast District, Plan unless in the meantime valid ob- 
Jection be made to me In writing.. 
WHEREAS/proof of loss of DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Dupll0ate C41rtlflcete of Title No. Prince Rupert, B.C. this 9th day 
~0311 to the above deeorlbed of February, 1989. 
le~ed In the names of Terry Dlnnell 
-. Wiilf4r & ~ a  Zak has been Registrar 
this office, notice f ind In Is DMe of first publication: 
h l l lby ,g lwn that I e.llell, at the " Mer~h 1, lW9 - 
i l ~  of two weeks from the 
' l /  " - : -  - " ' ' ' I " I I  l "  I I  I I I  " '~ I I  I . . . .  
~,  • , 
" . ;•  . 
- . , ,  
~ . .  / ,  . • : . 
- . • . . 
. . . . .  . . ,  
. • .  - .  
', " PROVINCE OF 
:. ": BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT - 
,- .~. ;,, -. OF WATHL:CREEKBAILEY BRIDGE SALVAGE •. 
. r  
' OFFERS: Plalnly markedonan envelope"Offer on P.T. #165',. wlll be " 
., .:recelved by.the Director, Supply..Manegement Servl.ces Branch, Pup:. - 
clmelng Commlselon, up to2:00 p.m. March 17,1989, topurchasethe r : 
• f011ow!ng: . " • . .. : . ::,~..".... . . ... 
. . . . .  130' Bailey Bddge (waehed out), triple, . ~ 
" ,Inal~mlnforeed, etlndard widened Ba l l ,  - '- 
• i l -~l le, - -" l ,  m~tlion panels, not galvanized. ' : " " 
.- : iApprox, mass: 81,000 kg.. " -- 
' : . . . .  " l.eceted: "aS Is andWhere Is" " " : " 
' • "Wethl Creek at Kltemaat.Vlllege' L . , : . !:. : 
" approxlmetely 11 kin. southof ; :- .:::.: • ' : : : : :* 
" Kltlmet on l~Itamaat,Vlllege Road #200 .... /.:: ....: .r 
Bridge le on a gravel bank In the creek bed appmxlmstely 300 metres 
downstream from the replacement brldge,slte. . . : ,  , 
Blddere .should contact Mr..Don Shaw, Reglonal Brldge 
• Malntenence, telephone 638-3378, for any eddltlonal Informatlon and 
removal requlrements, 
Offers must be aocompanledb~ a ceillfled chequeor money order 
made payable to the Mlnlster of Finance and Corporate Reletlone for 
10% of the bld. " . • 
It Is the condltlon of sale that brldge salvage be removed from the 
slte wlthln 30 days of notlce of acceptance of the offer. The suc-: 
cessful bldder wlll be reeponslble for the hendllng and loadlng of all 
material and must be aware of environmental concerneand:restore- 
tlon requlrements. 
The elte Is to be left clean and tldy to the satlefactlon of the Mlnletry 
of Traneportatlon end Hlghwaye offlclel mentloned hereln, 
All blddera must setlsfy themselves es to the. quantlty, type, klnd 
and/or condltlon:of ell Item(e) as may be appllcable, 
The successful bldder.must make full payment Wlthln 10. days of " 
notlflcetlon of acceptance of hlWher offer. 
The hlghset or any offer wl l l  not necesearlly be accepted, but the- 
bearer of theeucoeesful bld wlll be requlred to pay the 6% S.S..tax, If 
thesucocesful bldder subsequently wlthdrawe Ms/her offer, the 10°1o 
shall be llable to forfelture. " . . . .  
" ~ . ~ " . . . . . .  ' ' ' .., .' Director 
'"  . ~ . '.. Supply Management Servlcee Branch : 
• . ' .  Purchaslng.Commleelon • • . ~. - 
" 4234 Glenford Avenue : . , . . . .  
Victoria, B.C. V8X 4Y3 ' .~c  
. . - .  • . • . 
: : P.o*.c oF 
| ~ 1  . MINISTRY OF 
~ .  TRANPORTATiON 
.. AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
"Electoral m|tdct: Skeena 
Hlllltwsy DIMdct: Bulkley - Nese 
or job Jse  
ProJecl or Job Ba~dpgon: Re- 
decking, Panel Replacement, 
End Post Replacement, Reker 
Replacement, Sign. InStellatloh 
end General ~TlOhtening of the 
Kitwancool Nodh Bridge, a 60 ft. 
~. , . .  
PROVINCE OF  
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
ANDHIGHWAYS ' ~MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
~'~ . . . .  : ..... HI(ZHWAYS "TENDERS ~:~:, 
Electoral Dlltd,.-t: Atlln " : " 
Highway District: Btlikiey'Nsea r
• Job O cd lon: 
:. Structure Removal. : 
. .  
. . ,  " . " . ' : ' . : ' , -  . . : . .  : , : , :  . - . - , - .  ~ , . 
. - . .  - - -  - :  " . "  ; "  I .q  
• INV ITAT ION 
TO TENDER 
I 
-':• : : , . ; ;  
Bailey Bridge. 
Tmnq~rlstlon Scndcec 
Sealed tenders for the following 
transportation service will be 
received at the eddreoe below 
• until 15"00 on the specified clos- 
ing date. 
8orvlce: Prince George end 
Prince Rupert Highway Service. 
8peclflcatkml: Full details as t0- 
contract  speci f icat ions,  
schedule of service end tender 
form may be obtained from: the 
Superlntend(ints of Post Offices 
in Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
.Prince George or at 
Canada Post Corporation 
Tender Oll~mlng Dstemme: 
March 10, 1989 at 9:00 a.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is required. 
Tender documents with 
envelope, plans, specifications 
end conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY 
from: Bulkley-Naes District Of- 
rice, 3793 Alfred Ave., 6mlthere 
on or after March 2, 1989 be- 
tween the hours of 8:30 e.m. and 
4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 847-7403. 
Tenders will be opened at the 
Bulkley-Nass District Office, 
3793 Alfred Ave., 6mlthere. 
L Kell d y, P. Eng. 
District Highways Manager 
Bulkley Nasa 
silo Ministry' official 
Transportation Contracting 
Box 2110 
Vancouver, B.C. 
VSB 47.3 
Closing Date: 1989, March 15 
Deposit: Two percent (2%) of the 
amount tendered for the first 
year of the contract, rounded off 
to the closest $100.00 by means 
of a cedlfled cheque, money 
order, or bid bond. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 3/8o 
CANADA POST CORPORATION 
I I I I I  
". "r OverflowChannelBr!dge#7709 - 
. . . . .  - . . . , . , . 
Removal of an abandoned ;18 
metre single spain log stringer 
• Midge on log crib abutments 
: end site grading. Located ap- 
proximately 8 km south of 
Cranberry Junction On an old 
: portion0f " Highway #37. ! - 
Work t0be  complet e March 
31, 1989. 
Tender Opening Dete~l'lme: 
March 9, 1989 at 2:30 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is not required. 
Tender documents with 
• envelope, plane,, specifications 
end conditions ;of : tender fare 
available free o f  charge ONLY 
from Ministry o f  Trans~)datlon 
&. Highways, Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 KeHh Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., vaG 1K7 between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Frlday, except 
Holidays. 
Phone number of odginetlng of- 
.. rice: 638-3376. 
Tenders will be Opened st 
Ministry of. Transportation & 
-Highways; Professional Ser- 
vices, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. 
D.L Shaw, P. Eng. 
aria ReglonM. Bridge Engineer. 
~ . . . .  PROVINCE OF  
• : BRIRIaH COLUMBIA 
:MINISTRY OF 
_ - .TRANSPORTATION 
AND H IGHWAY8 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
i Elect. 0tel. District: sheens 
Highway DIMdct: SkeenaDistrict 
Project or Job Numben 54-01 
Project or Job Description: 
Rock Slope Stabilization 
- -  100 Man.hours Soaring 
- -  300 m s Slops Trimming 
- -  50 Man-hours Mesh 
Repairs 
Tender Openlngrl'lme: 
March 6,1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Geotechnlcal - -  Materials Engi- 
neering, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., VaG 1K7, betweenthe 
hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, excepLHoIIdays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3362. 
PreTender meeting will be held 
at: above address If enough In- 
terest Is shown, If Interested in a 
pre-tender meeting, please call 
Steve Llkness at 638-3362. 
Dateffime: A tentative date is 
set for February 28,1989 at 1:00 
p.m. 
Tenders will be opened at Gag- 
technical & Materials Engineer- 
Ing, 4837 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1KT. 
D. Nyland, P. Eng, 
A/Regional Manager, 
Professional Services &Planning 
Ministry Official 
2s woeos 
I 
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'iWith thirteen presentations, 
the TaskForce On Transporta- 
ti0n~i,Seeking Solutions", was 
d~da-sncc~s:bY  B;C. Coali- er "problem,~acc0rding to Hat- 
ti~fi>bfitheDisabled pubfic ~rela-: :.,ton, is access,to: public transit," 
tions officer..Mafilyn. ,Reid. And "fRet,: only.' the/Steepness o f  the. 
in! :,s6me :.:respects the ' :Ter ra~ S:teps but  also>the: hours: buses 
submissi6~: may:even'have Sh~/,-.st6p ru~g at6 p.m, on .week'. 
a-~i6~0ader:~:Hghlt:'0n thol sCop61:6f ~i days: 4 :p.m:. on Saturdays, and 
thei,:iwbrd::~:':!.~sabled,', :Here/in i, ~ there's no serviceat all.on Sun- 
Te/~:ishe~:says; ther~:was a days i i 
shght!y~ ,idifferent i focus. • It />'~other. of our seniors, :Ai- 
r~ged Tr0m velT small Children leer/Frank, spoke f0r: m~y in 
tiglk:~ through t0-1the opposite her capacity as alSenior Citizens 
end6f:the S~trm,  the elderly. ~ Counsellor, ~i '~eis a disability 
i ~:i''It:dem0nstrated how isolat-: f0 ra  great many of:_our Sen- 
:ed, they:can be as a result of 
h~ng no accessible transporta-: 
tion,", said Reid in her summa- 
tion of the Terrace. hearing. 
"And it also demonstrated the 
lack of ordinary public..trans- 
portati0, n in the evening and on 
the weekend." 
The range in ages of disabled 
Terraceresidents was illustrated 
by  Betty. Stewart of Terrace 
Home Support Services, who 
pointed out that while many of 
their 75 clients were over 80, as 
many as 10 percent were young, 
many in their teens. And access 
for most o tliings!ike shopping, 
social engagements and medical 
care was difficult if-n.ot impossi- 
b le -  particularly in thewinter. 
Jaunita Hatton described 
sidewalks inthe winter as one of 
the primary barriers to mobility 
and asked why a city bylaw 
requiring owners to maintain 
....... PROVINCE OF 
( ~  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
•. AND HIGHWAYS 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
, REalSTRATtON : 
The Ministry of Transpoi'taUon 
and Highways, Skeena (Terrace) 
Highways District, Is"complling 
Its Hired Equ!pment Iist'for 1989. 
All persons or companies wish. 
ing tdiist their equipment must 
register with the General Office 
at No. 300-4546 Park ~Avenue, 
Terrace~ B.C., V8G 1V4. Rental 
equipment may consist of 
trucks, backhoes, i0ade~s, ~ e)~- 
cavat0rs; graders, rollers, scrap• 
ers or tractors. ~ . 
Equipment previou'i;ly Hated 
ehouIdbe re-registered by March 
15, 1989. 
Full details Of equipment, In. 
cluding serial numbers and cer- 
tificate of weight (for trucks)are 
required for registration. 
P.M. Wightman 
District Highways Manager 
Dated at Terrace, B.C. this 09th 
day of February, 1989. 
; : : . : 
March 1, I L98~ ~I~! ,  
i t 's  . . . .  . . . . . . . . :  ' " ~ ' . . . .  e t a ro u '. 
stdewalks mn't backed up. ( ' I t 's , .  c~en:r~th a varie~of disa- ,seat belts. One panel member terminal, for extended; perj.'ods 
on thebooks but it's never been: bilitieS'are offered taxis rather added to that fist and,in the case of time; electric doors for'tliree 
enforced~'•says HatteR. Anoth- than • regular school bus service of some younger children such different entrances/exits are 
because of•be_ha_._vi-0rai or p hysi- as at the Child Development slated for installationi at the 
AILEEN FRANK:  Some of our 
seniors are driving beyond 
their ability to do so safely. 
iors," she explains,: and it keeps 
many .from paying bills, ~ buying 
food, seeing their doctor, having 
an• evening out, even mailing 
letters --  "They're shut-ins," 
and, "They're very lonely." 
Frank also pointed: out one 
other fact that exists because of 
the lack of some type of trans- 
portation for the m0bility.,Im- 
paired. "Some of our seniors 
are driving beyond their ability 
to do so safely," says Frank.. 
She says that •many of these 
seniors drive because they have 
no other choice and she points 
to a handiDART system Or a 
mini-van as possible solutions. 
Yvon Neilson is a young resi- 
dent who has suffered a back 
injury and now has difficulty in 
a number of • ways. She also 
talked of  the problem of side- 
walks in the winter •but pointed 
to other areas of town as well. 
The swimming pooldoesn't 
have a wheelchair amp; many 
cal problems. But, Freeman 
says, taxis can be a serious 
problem. Drivers are changed 
frequently, some have apparent 
difficulty dealing with certain 
disabilities --and some have ap- 
parent difficulty finding the 
right home. 
She cited one case where her 
daughter was left at the wrong 
home by a new driver. Itwas .10 
Celsius, she said,and there was 
no one at the home. If the girl 
had not-been found in time, it 
local businesses have aisles that could have been afatalmistake. 
are too narrow or ~cluttered,':'~A~nd while she says:she has had' 
checkout counters that force 
you to bend over, and change 
rooms that are too narrow and 
without m3y.gyp,e of seating; bus 
steps are too steep and there are 
occasions when the driver accel- 
erates before passengers can 
find a seat. 
• Felix ,. Goyette ~is vision im- 
paired and recapped many of 
the above complaints as Well as 
adding some of his own. Snow 
removal in" the winter isolates 
sidewalks from streets With 
mountaj.'ns of snow, and even if 
this were removed, wails of 
snow in the t:enter of city streets 
create a barrier where none nor- 
mally exists. In the spring, water 
isa problem when poor drainage 
leaves small lakes that have to 
somehow be skirted. Others 
with varying physical difficulties 
agreed with Goyette. 
Louise Freeman, a Terrace 
resident with: a handicapped 
child, told of a different prob- 
lem relating to our young. Many 
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST ] 
OUT oF YOUR COMPUTER? 
f 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
. ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business AppJ|ea[Jorl$ 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting • 
- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Converalons in major 
packages Including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
. COOl~raiion fr6m the taxi com- 
. panyin preventing this occur-. 
• rence, Others have written it off 
by saying it's the first time that 
it's happened in ten years. 
Panel members agreed with 
Freeman though, that this.. 
wasn't good eno/Jgh. Cheryl 
Groves of  Kitimat suggested 
that Terrace: parents hould be 
looking at it contract similar t0 
one that was drawn • up in Kiti- 
mat. She says" the contract stipu- 
lates door=to-door service-for 
children, the driver has toinsure 
a parent is home (and that it's 
the right home); it requires that 
parents meet drivers and drivers 
are monitored, and demands 
that drivers insure children use 
II 
¢ ~ . = 
RAJNER GIAHNEUA SYS l lEM~ P.O. BOX 621, ']~I]~IACE B.C~ YOG 4 ,  
(eo4) ns . ,~ .  
ml "1  ' i i i 
:Regular 
1 .8  .-,Games 
Center,.taxis should be equipped terminal, and CAI is Working on 
with ...... carseats. .__ a System •that will avoid the 
There were others who aP, humiliation, :discomfort and 
peared or left written submis- danger of being~ Carried into 
sions: Debbie Dimitr0v fromthe aircraft for .travellers in wheel 
Learning Disabilities Associa- chairs. 
tion, Louise Freeman represent- Morris also promised to talk 
ing the Down's Syndrome to CAI management about era- 
Group, Kathleen Delgatty. of phasizing time spent in the train- 
Terraceview Lodge, Margot ing of•airline personnel on how 
Hayes from the Child Develop-. to deal with various handicaps. 
ment Centre, and Ruth Halleck But he pointed out at the same 
representing the city of Terrace. time, and Reid agreed, that 
But these are the highlights of those with disabifities must 
some of the existing problems in make others aware of their need 
our community, if they are to be helped. "Learn- 
Some answers will be sought ing is required on both sides," 
at a "Solutions Conference" in he said. "Quite often we are 
Vancouver on Mar. 3 and 4. embarrassed to ask what we can, 
Recommendations from this do to help, and sometimes the 
conference will go to the govern- passenger, ina strange situation, 
ment but for those in attendance is slow to say what kind of help 
at the Task Force hearing there they need." 
are a number.of things local On behalf of local business, 
residents can do now. By listen- Morris supported a local handi- 
ing to the stories of those above,• DART • system. It was pointed~ 
by using their imaginations to out earlier that this system has 
understand what types of things inherent problems. " 
can form a barrier for some, and -And expressing an idea thai 
by realizing that it's not a small has been heard in the communi- 
problem --  in Terrace alone- ty before, Morris offered sup-: 
there are more than •200 resi- port for solutions, one of which 
dents who suffer from some could be handiDART. "I think 
form of disability, members of the Chamber are 
Terry Morris, representing the responsible people,', he Said, 
Terrace and District Chamber of "and if necessary would subsi- 
Commerce and Canadian Air- dize such a service." He then 
lines International, offered addedhis personal support, "I 
some insight into some of the think a community the size of. 
things that are happening and Terrace requires something as:_ 
the willingness of local I~Usiness. =:we grow, and Fm prepared as a 
es to help. Persons.with disabil- taxpayer to pay taxes or a sub- 
ities can park close to the airport sidy to support it." 
W.C,B. Industrial First Aid 
• . . . . -  . 
in Terrace 
Sponsored by 
Northwest First Aid Training Agency 
STARTS: 
PLACE: 
FEE: 
.March 6 to 17, 1989 
Monday to Friday • ' 
.8:30 a,m. to 4:30 p.m . . . .  
Mills Memorial Hospital 
$275 includes books and exam 
Register your interest by calling: days or evenings 
- -  845-7752. 
Unsuccessful'stuoents my be eligible 
for free remedial course. 
I 
I I I 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
eooo® 
:,ucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
,~R I~ Highway 16 West 
:trace Athletics Association 
"efface Minor Hockey 
[ermode Friendship Society 
Y: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal purple 
nadian Paraplegic Association 
: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation 
Terrace Peaks Gynmastic Club 
Kinsmen (Alternate) 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
(Age 14 years and up) 6 
Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
Extra 
Games 
" . i "  
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AceouMIng:. software finding l . . . .  " . ' /  
programs: .to suit your bus iness  - 
After th e purchase, of  "desktop, appl i~onsprograms t0 per- 
form workproeessing and spreadsheet functions, thenext rmost " 
likely • Software purchase for the small businessis accounti~soft-  
ware. Although hundreds o f  aocounting'paokages exist inN0rth 
America, thenumber of contenders deci!ease when one considers 
just this region. If one isusing an IBM c0mpatible~ the main 
choices are Bedford, AccPac,and New Views; For Apple MacIn- 
tishusers the choice is m0relimited, with only 0ne major con- :, 
tender -  Simply Accounting by Bedford. Other programs are 
available, but the first time buyer is bel~ter off buying something 
used by others in the region• 
Altltough the above maynot seem likemuch: of, a choice, most 
users' needs can be metby one 6f!these products. So, over the 
next weeks We'll look at each Of these packages, 
Atthelow end:0f the price scale we liaveBedford, one of the 
all-time best brays in the computer world, Bedford retails in the 
Northwest somewhere around the $200 mark. The Macintosh ver- 
sion,.which as more capabilities than the MSDOS versk)n, 
usually sells i n  the mid $300 range. 
Bedford is an integratedpackage --  that is, the various ac- 
counting components are linked together so that a transaction i
thePayroll module would automatically update the General 
Ledger. Bedford provides General Ledger, Acooants Payabl e, Ac, ' 
oo~mtsReceivable, Inventory Control, Canadian PayroU, and Job 
Costing. The main drawback with Bedford is its software limita- 
tionson pro~am Capacity. For example, you are limited to 499 
general ledger accounts and 2,000 inventory items. This is an an- 
noyance in that most packages are only limited by disk space. 
Bedford documentation is readable although somewhat too 
thin. Still, this may be preferable to programs with enormous 
manuals which intimidate. These two complaints aside, I still 
consider Bedford one of the all-time great buys; Bedford is more 
than adequate to meet he needs of at least 70 percent of small 
businesses in this region. Even if one is not sure that Bedford will 
have the capacity for a given business' et of books, the first- -• 
time user should still consider Bedford as a means to learn more 
about computer accounting. 
In the past :I've coined the expression "dispOsable software".  
By that I mean software inexpensive enough that one could buy 
it, use it for a year to learn more about computer capabilities, 
thenreplace:it With: a more high-powered program that closely 
m .sets the longer term needs of  tlxe company. Bedford is one such 
program. And many users who have purchased Bedford on this 
basis have been pleasantly surprised and kept :i t much longer than 
expected. 
Next week we'll look at ACCPAC, a package tailored for 
larger businesses. 
g • 
• - , . r 
Young Ben Edckwn, feeling a bit camera-8hy here, will have an easier time communicating with the rest of the 
world thanks to a $2,325 donstlon to the Child Development Centre by'lhe Elks Lodge 425 for a computer; 
Specialized software combined with a voice synthesizer will allow Ben, who suffers from a speech disorder celled : 
apraxla, to ',talk"; Elk repre~entatlvso at the preeentetlon were (left to right) past dletrletdeputy Ivar Bristol, ex -: 
sited ruler AI Fisher and past exalt~l ruler George Haugland. . . , , : - " ' " " " ~ : ,  . ' " 
Bank robber gets three years 
: x ,  
walked into the bank at about 
2:30 p.m, Feb. 21 and handed a 
note demanding money to one 
of the tellers. Witnesses reported 
:- that Cyr then fled southward on. 
Kalum St. 
• TERRACE , -  The man who 
irobbed the Bank of Nova Scotia 
lastweek was sentenced in Ter- 
race provincial court Feb. 24 to 
serve three years in j a i l  
--Tli6mas Graham Cp', a 28- 
year-old resident of Thornldll, Cpl. Moritz of the Terrace 
: RCMP repom that Cyr was mr, 
n;ver  - ; '~-  - i 8 l [y  rested about 6:S0 p.m. that eve; ~ armed robbery," be remarked. U ning on Queeusway.a short dis: , 'A hometown boy, imb dis. 
reps at NWCC tanee from bls home. He wm gulse...it's as lf he wanted to get 
• charged with armed robbery, caught;,' 
• , . . , .  
Representatives from the B.C• 
Secondary School Liaison Corn- OR|ES 
mittee will Soon be visiting local MEM 
secondary schools and: North- 
but Moritz said the charge was :. 
later mended to just robbery, 
• Cyr entered a plea o f  guilty at 
Ms court appearance Feb, 24 
and was sentenced. 
Moritz noted that it did not  
appear to be  a well-planned 
crime. "It's not your classic 
west Community College to 
meet with students interested in 
post-secondary education. Per- 
sons wishing to meet with 
University Advisors are invited 
to contact he Career Resource 
Centre at the college, local 262, 
for an appointment. 
Representatives. will. be  at  -. 
Northwest Community College 
in Terrace on March 7 from 1:~ 
to 3~00 p.m. 
For more information on their ' 
visit, contact he counselling of- 
rice of your secondary school or 
your local community college. [ 
"Toys of Yesterday" was the theme of the Heritage Week 
celebration at the Terrace Arena Sunday, and Terrace 
.pioneer Elsie Smith got Involved by setting up this display 
of her.200-plece doll collection. Most of them, she says, 
date from ths 1940's and 50's, but one of the pieces Is more 
than 100 years  old. l " I "  . [ . ~ ' "'' 
i I r r l  , 
getting married... 
This basket.holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
~B-i204 Phone =" r . . . . . . . . .  1 
i . ,#%* 
15 Full Colour Professional 
Quality Portraits 
Poses Out seleciloA.~Additi6nai :i PACKAGE' OFFER 
3 - 5X7' 
12 ; WALLET SIZE' : 
"APPROX. MEASUREMENTS 
FAMILIES WELCOME 
WOOLWORTH 
: 4647 Lakelse AvenUe, 
~:~ ~: Terrace, B.C, 
Feb. 28 Marchl March2 March3• 
• J 
portraits at reasonable priceswith 
complete'package, 
. SatisfactiOn•guaranteed or  
your money cheerfully refunded, 
ONE OEFER PER FAMILY ~ " 
! i  I 
March 4 ':: 
10:00-5:00 10:00-5:00 10:00-8:00 10:00-8:00 10:00-5:00 
PORTRAITS BACK FOR EASTER GIFINGi. 
